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TO OUR READERS
Do we need missionaries today? That provocative question is the
focus of an article by Raymond K. DeHainaut, a United Methodist
missionary serving in Argentina. He wonders about the importance
of North American missionaries in a country like Argentina, whose
independent church has been providing strong leadership for
generations. Indeed, Argentine Methodism just celebrated its 150th
anniversary.
But Mr. DeHainaut reasons that U.S. missionaries are still needed
in Third World nations so long as they are part of a "two-way street"
version of missions. Today's missionaries may be-should be-serving both their home church and their missionary church, he
writes. Once back at home, the missionaries face the difficult task of
interpreting their experiences abroad, perhaps even helping to
change some of our government's policies that may be obstructing a
better life for feople in the Third World.
After severa furloughs at home in which Mr. DeHainaut tried to
relate the Latin American perspective on issues ranging from the
Panama Canal Treaties to human rights abuses, he returned to the
land of the pampas "because I needed to be here," he writes.
Considering another, newer angle on missions, freelance writer
Jim Owen explains the General Board of Global Ministries'
10-year-old mission intern program, sometimes called "missions in
reverse" by its managers. Young United Methodists, aged 20-30, are
handpicked for three-year assignments that take them to Third
World mission postings for 18 months, followed by 18 months of
work in social change organizations back home.
The program attracts bright, committed and idealistic young
Christians who, like Mr. DeHainaut, are convinced that contemporary mission involves work abroad and interpretation in the United
States. The author quotes several former mission interns who say
their experiences were life-changing, and they got more than they
gave in the process.
Moving to another part of the world, Father Leonid Kishkovsky,
secretary for Ecumenical and External Affairs of the Orthodox
Church in America, follows up our October issue on Russia by
providing insights on East-West relations from a faith perspective.
Discussing the more traditional nature of the Orthodox Church,
Father Kishkovsky is careful to distinguish tradition from traditionalism, which he characterizes as " the dead faith of the living."
Looking ahead to the January 1988 issue, freelance writer Michael
Higgins looks at a growing economic trend along the U.S.-Mexican
border that has many people cheering, but some others worried.
Mr. Higgins explains the phenomenon called "maquiladoras," or
manufacturing plants just across the Mexican border that use cheap
Mexican labor to do the final assembly on products that were
essentially made in the U.S.
Freelance writer Keith Weldon Medley then takes you to nearby
Dulac, Louisiana, where a vitally needed community center is being
rebuilt with help from the Board's National Program and Women's
divisions. The center serves the predominantly Houma Native
American population in Dulac County, a place that " time forgot,"
according to local legend.
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Office of Finance and Field Service
National Program Division's Office of Finance and Field Service helps United
Methodist churches and annual conferences raise millions of dollars each year.
This office, with its staff of 22, is equipped to initiate and develop strong
fundraising campaigns in large or small churches and conferences. Funds have
been raised to build new churches, renovate, retire debt, and for new mission
outreach. For further information, either call the office at (212) 870-3837, or return
this card TODAY.
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This 44-page study contains data on children and youth in the United States and
examines factors in society which impact children. It was written as a background
paper for a new comprehensive program initiative by the National Program
Division of the General Board of Global Ministries. A scriptural and theological
framework to address the concerns of children and youth is provided.
Please send me
copies of Children and Youth in Jeopardy (#1229)
3.50 (plus postage and handling).
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----------------------Two Great Aids to National Mission

National Program Division Handbook of Programs, Projects and Relationships
Resource Guide for National Mission - A Directory to Assist Conference and Local Mission Leaders
The Handbook lists by state the programs and projects supported by the National Program Division of th
General Board of Global Ministries throughout the nation. Get a glimpse of the magnitude and impact c
national mission in people's lives from day-care centers to Meals-on-Wheels and caring for senior citizens.
The Resource Guide for National Mission is designed for church leaders who want to know how the churc 1
works and how to make corrections. It offers a comprehensive review of the national program and
description of its units and offices, including names, photos and phone numbers of the Division personnel wh
can be directly helpful to you.
Please send:
_ _ _ copies of the National Program Division Handbook (#3654)@ 3.50 (plus postage and handling);
_ _ _ copies of the Resource Guide for National Mission (#1239) @3.50 (plus postage and handling).
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Mission
Memo
News and Analysis
of Developments
In Christian Mission

November-December 1987
The directors of the General Board
of Global Ministries held their
annual meeting Oct. 19-23 in New
York. What follows are summary
highlights of actions taken:
Mission_j:v~~geljJl_f!l:...

The GBGM
directors approved, without dissent,
a proposal for the establishment of
a Board Committee on Mission
Evangelism . The proposal, which was
drafted by the Board's Research and
Development Committee, had its
genesis at the .!:::P_l!i~ville Glob~..!
G~.!_herJ..!!9. last spring, when the need
to enhance Board-wide evangelistic
efforts was widely expressed . The
proposal was referred to the board's
divisions and departments and
participants in the Dialogue on
Evangelism and Evangelization (the
Council of Bishops and the Mission
Society for United Methodists). The
new committee, to be appointed
beginning with the next quadrennium
(1988-1992), will consist of 24
members, half from the National and
half from the World Program
Divisions . A board staff,
cabinet-level, position will be
created to coordinate the
committee's work, reporting directly
to the general secretary.
Mi!~. i OIJ. __2_00_Q...:____~ Ca 1 L.!:.Q_]J).!:~~
~adrert_l'l.L~-2f._ Grow_i~- The National

Program Division approved in
principle the Mission 2000 program,
which will undergird a plan of
unprecedented proportions for United
Methodist church growth and
redevelopment . The program will
maximize the allocation and use of
scarce resources for new church
development and redevelopment . The
General Board of Discipleship and
the Commission on Religion and Race
have been invited to enter into
dialogue with the GBGM to consider

the development of specific
strategies, resources and programs
to attract greater numbers of ethnic
minority persons into membership in
the denomination as an expression of
the mission of the church. The
Mission 2000 plan calls for four
achievements on the part of our
church during the next three
quadrennia, 1988- 2000: 200 n~~
£OIJ.9!:.~sation~ annually; ~90
congregations ~edeveloped annually;
~_QOO,_QOO new membe~J!.. on Profession
of Faith during each quadrennium;
~~000,0QQ between 1988 and 2000
for £ 0119.!'.:..~~j: i o!!~L.d eve 1QP_ll!.~.n1:..:._
Mi_s s i9J:l_.Re_sourcEt_ Cenj:er . A proposa 1
for a Mission Resource Center was
approved by the GBGM directors, the
culmination of an eight-year pro cess
that grew out of Board actions
during the 1980-84 quadrennium.
Preliminary research for the
proposal, including an exploration
of its feasibility, has been one of
the major tasks of the new Mission
Personnel Resources Department (less
than four years old). A task force
of MPRPD refined information
obtained over the eight- year period
and recommended that the Mission
Resource Center be a place for the
education, preparation and training
of persons for a global
understanding of mission-·. through
the exchange of ideas, personnel,
curricula and resources from every
part of the globe. Scarritt Graduate
School, which has been purchased by
the Women's Division, has been
mentioned as one possibility for a
site . The MPRPD report to the
directors requested permission to
develop plans for implementation of
the Center in time for a vote at the
March 1988 Board meeting. Such a
plan would include budget,
timelines, location proposals and
models for the functions of the
Center .
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Women's Division. The Women's
Divisf~-;;--of_t_h;GBGM has ratified a
new partnership arrangement with the
trustees of Scarritt Graduate School
in Nashville ~-Ten-~-~-·i-n-wh{~-h--t-he_ . _
division will pay $1.8 million for
the school's campus . Scarritt, which
was established by the Women's
Division forerunner in 1892 as a
training center for women
missionaries, will be governed by a
new joint board composed of l.2
trustees from the division and eight
from Scarritt. Scarritt's degree
programs in Christian education and
church music will be discontinued,
but the Women's Division has
announced no plans for how the
10-building gothic campus will be
used. Scarritt had been plagued by
dwindling enrollment and mounting
debts for some years, and the $1.8
million payment by the Women's
Division will be used to pay off the
school's debts .
Mee!i ca L_A i !!_.f_Q!.:._1::-jJ:>_e r_i a.:.. An Advance
appeal has been issued by the ~,g_~
)'or.:L.£.Q.!J.fer~_IJ...C_~ for aid to .9an_t..~
UnJ_te~LM~,!:hQ.£1J~J___ti_g.,:i..£ttal. Liberia,
which serves 450,000 people and is
critically short of medical
personnel and supplies. At the
urging of Bi shop £.: . . J>al~..lcl..hi t~. . the
conference will send six doctors and
a medical equipment specialist to
spend a week at the hospital this
fall, where they gave medical help
and assessed medical needs . The
delegation's inventory will be used
to request medical equipment
provided free of charge by a
California-based charity, and to
purchase additional supplies and
equipment, said Bishop White. He
made the appeal after a visit to
Liberia revealed the hospital had
lost government subsidies, the staff
was unpaid for seven months, there
was no linen for beds, and the
hospital's water and utility
equipment barely operative. Bi.shop
White is urging support for the
African Church Growth and
Development fund, and the Bishop's
Appeal for Partner Churches in
Crisis . Checks may be sent directly
to the New York Conference, marked

"Liberia." The Rev . Warren Danskin,
coordinator for the trip, will
accompany the delegation .
Church World Service. A
long- simmering policy dispute
between the National Council of
Churches and its relief and
development arm, Church World
Service, was temporarily defused on
Oct . 9 when CWS' directors voted
unanimously to affirm the leadership
of its executive director, I~
Richard Butler.
.. NCC General
Secretary ~rie Brouwer was
reportedly planning to dismiss Mr .
Butler because of his alleged
unwillingness to carry out t he
council's plan to more fully
"integrate" the programs and
finances of CWS and the NCC . CWS
officials have said they object to
the Council's growing appetite for
Church World Service funds,
including their increasing share of
the NCC's "common services," which
are daily operating costs. One CWS
director, the Rev . ~obert Marshall,
a Lutheran Church in America
representative, said the NCC's
member denominations have been
unwilling to pay enough for the
services they want from the Council,
and that the NCC has turned to its
largest program unit, CWS, to help
defray the shortages.

- - --~--·-~ ·-

;J

§~ism ~'ld Ra_ci sm Charged ._
izabeth
~etten~aus~~. a feminist theologian

on the faculty of Boston
University's School of Theology, has
asked the United Methodist
University Senate and the Commission
on the Status and Role of Women to
investigate her charges of sexism in
the school's decision not to renew
her teaching contract after May
1988. Ms . Bettenhausen , a member of
the Lutheran Church in Ameri ca , has
taught social ethics for nine years
at the school, which is one of 13
seminaries supported by the United
Methodist Church. Ms . Bettenhausen
said she was told that "inadequate
scholarship" was c ited when she was
told of her dismissal, but she

Mission
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mainta i ns that any one "who does
theology on the marg i n" i s at ri s k
at BU. If t he charges were
substantiated by the Evan s ton,
Ill.-based commission , the church
could move to deny fund s to the BU
theology school.
i cy__~i:i_g_ the Churs .b..:... The
United Methodist Church -----·Board -······of
Church_.2..nd Society voted Oct . 10 to
ask the 1998 General Conference to
strike from official denominational
statements a provision saying that
homosexuality "is incompatible with
Christian teaching . " That language
was adopted by the church in 1972,
and attempts to revise it have been
made at every General Conference
since. In 1984, church law was
expanded to deny ordination to any
"self-avowed practicing" gay man or
lesbian . ~~~~u~ns, a director
from Norway, Me., said the term
"incompatible" was a "code word for
stereotyping people," a practice she
said should be unacceptable to
Christians . And ~h.!rJ_~_J2~.r.-~, from
Evanston, Ill . , said striking the
provision would "provide avenues for
healing . " But Bishop !U_<:har.2...JL
~!lke of Little Rock, Ark . , opposed
the change, saying its approval
would mean "I would spend the rest
of my life trying to shore up
pastors and churches becau s e people
will say we are condoning the
practice of homosexuality."
Homos_g_~~al

New Leader...t_~ew_f~urch .:... In a
symbol - packed Oc t . 10 ceremony, the
· Rev . Herl:_?ert ~.:._f_hils_:t:rom, 55,
became the first bishop of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Ameri ca. The installation in Chicago
marked a f urther st ep in uniting
Luthe r ans, now i n t hree churc h
bodie s , i n a new d{rnominat ion that
will become the fo urth l a rg es t
Prote stant churc h body i n the
coun try. Bis hop Ch i ls t rom will lead
th e new ELCA, composed of the
Lutheran Church i n Amer ica, t he
American Lut he r an Church and the
Associati on of Eva ngeli cal Luthe ran
Churches. The sec ond l a rg e st
Lutheran bod y in North Amer i ca will
8
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be the 2 . 7 million- member Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod, a staunchly
conservative body which contends it
is not in doctrinal agreement with
the ELCA.
Keith -·A.
-Personalia.
·- ----·---- --- The Rev. Dr. -----Mu_hJ_g_n.ialJ, national TV director for
United Methodist Communications, has
been named the new assistant
secretary general of the GBGM's
Mission, Education and Cult i vation
Program Division, which publishes
~~.~_J~.Q.r.:'.!.~LQ!-!..tJ_<2_()_~. Dr. Muhleman, who
took up his new assignment Nov . 15,
succeeds !!~tty __I.!lO..J!l~.Q.!J, who served
in the post since 1974 . After
earning his M.Div . from Clarement
School of Theology in California,
Dr . Muhleman served pastorates in
West Virginia for seven years, and
the Wisconsin Annual Conference
communications ministry for five
years. Since 1995, he has been
national director of
TV/telecommunications for
UCOM ... ~-~~l.Y_I_:.. __ f.1il!.~r. has been
named new assistant general
secretary for the United Methodist
Committee on Relief (UMCOR), a GBGM
program department . He succeeds
Doreen Tilghman in the position . Mr.
Miller previously worked as a social
services analyst for the city of
Philadelphia, Pa . . .
Q~~th_~....:.. QJ~_Gi.l!>~..r..!:,

93, a retired
deaconess who served in nine states,
d i.ed on Oct. 2 ... I~.<!l-11.~ll]_b.~, 90, a
retired World Division missionary
who served for 20 years at Lucknow
Christian College in India, died on
Oct . 6 .
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Editorials
RACISM IN AMERICA,
TWENTY YEARS LATER

T

wenty years ago, during what was called " the
long, hot summer" of 1967," rumblings were
felt in slums, ghettos, and neighborhoods of
isolation and neglect throughout the United States,
producing an earthquate of anger and frustration .
President Lyndon B. Johnson appointed the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders to
identify and locate the social fault from which such
shock waves of resentment and pain were emanating.
In less than a year, the Commission responded
with seismological precision. Its report identified
"white racism" as the deep fracture in the overlay of
American society, undermining social stability and
providing a shaky foundation for the future .
The report said, "What white Americans have
never fully understood .. .is that white society is
deeply implicated in the ghetto. White institutions
created it, white institutions maintain it, and white
society condones it."
Then the report offered the ominous observation,
"Our nation is moving toward two societies, one
black, one white-separate and unequal."
Tl1e Commission report was widely resented and
soundly criticized by many of those included in its
indictment, but it proved to be both descriptive and
prophetic. As the report documented, the separation
of equality, opportunity and hope gave rise to the
flames of protest in the first place. And twenty years
later, the societal gulf is more deeply entrenched
than ever before. Nor are there encouraging signs
that white Americans even now fully understand.
The economic indicators lifted up as the vital life
signs of a healthy economy reflect the condition and
the concern of only one of America's two societies.
The gap between white and black median family
income has widened over the past decade. The
unemployment rate among blacks is double the rate
for whites, including half of all black youth. The
labor force participation rate among black males
declined from 84 percent in 1940 to 56 percent in
1983. The national poverty rate, which averaged 11.8
percent in the 1970's, has averaged 14.2 percent in
the 1980' s, which means that half of all black children
now live in official poverty.
Black student enrollment in colleges and universities, which had been a sign and source of encouragement in years past, is now on the decline . Today
there are more black males of college age behind
prison bars than in institutions of higher learning (a
black prison population which has included more
than 85 percent of those who have suffered capital
punishment). The alarming rates of homicide among
black teenagers and young adults, and infant
mortality rates and other health indicators, give
further evidence of a society deeply divided along
racial lines. While blacks comprise eleven percent of
the national population, they number 25 percent of
all those who suffer from AIDS. A child born in Cuba

has a better chance of surviving the first year of life
than a black child born in our nation' s capital. A
University of Chicago study computed that, at the
present rate of social division and inequity, the year
2,000 will see seventy percent of all black families
headed by single women and only thirty percent of
all black men employed.
Thus, two decades after the warning was sounded, the national movement which the Commission
on Civil Disorders noted has arrived with a
vengeance and the two societies in America are most
visible at their extremes. At one extreme is the
persistent, deeply entrenched, largely black underclass. At the other extreme are 'escalating incidents
and resurgent voices of hostility and hate. In
between lies a great gulf of apathy, complacence,
misunderstanding and often resentment.
Incidents of racially motivated violence are on the
rise. The number of racially motivated assaults
recorded last year in the United States tripled over
the number in 1980. And studies have shown that
unreported attacks outnumber those which are
reported by a ratio of three-to-one.
The increase in racially motivated violence coincides with the re-emergence of the Ku Klux Klan in
1977 and 1978. Since then, more than 600 acts of Klan
violence, intimidation and harassment have been
documented. But hate spawns more hate, and an
equal number of recorded racist attacks have been
committed by persons with no known connection
with any extremist group . With the Klan resurgence,
other white supremacist groups have been energized
into action, bearing such names as Posse Comitatus,
Farmers Liberation Army, National Agricultural
Press Association, and Christian Identity. The latter
group teaches a perverted racist theology which
holds that white northern Europeans are the Lost
Tribes of Israel; that black people are a " pre-Adamic" lower form of creation; and that the United
States is the promised land where the final battle of
Armageddon will be fought between the forces of
good and evil.
Perhaps more insidiously dangerous than the
numbers they recruit into their ranks, the wild
rhetoric of such white supremacist groups have a
numbing effect upon the sensitivities of white
Americans, including those in the churches, not at all
unlike that caused by signs of black progress
throughout the land. The depths of suffering and
despair which grips the majority of the black
community in the United States is hidden behind the
more comfortably noticeable increase in black elected
officials, a black presence in the middle-management levels of corporate America, a weekly reminder
of the reality of black professionals on the "Cosby
Show", and even a black frontrunner among the
Democratic candidates for President. In like manner,
rabid and raging racist voices obscure rather than
reveal the persistent reality of racism woven deeply
into the fabric of American life.
The recent resurgence of the Klan gave rise to the
Anti-Klan Network, renamed in 1984 as the Center
for Democratic Renewal (CDR), headed by veteran

b

civil rights activist, the Rev. C. T. Vivian. The CDR
has prepared a handbook designed to give guidance
to community-based organizations, local government agencies, churches and others facing the
aggressive forces of white supremacy. Cases cited in
the section on the " Responsibility of Church and
Clergy" pinpoint some disturbingly familiar patterns
among predominantly or all-white churches and
their clergy.
For example, a common resronse to the sudden
appearance of new voices o racial hatred is to
advocate ignoring them, the assumption being that
they will soon fade into oblivion from lack of
support. Of course, such advocacy ignores completely the very real fear aroused among members of
the black community and the very real threat posed
to them. But even when courses of concerted
opposition by people of good will are agreed upon
(counter-demonstrations, public education in the
schools and through the media and so on), white
church members and their clergy find themselves
caught short in spite of their best intentions because
of their prior separation from the black community.
Coalescing in a crisis is quite difficult for those who
have long been content to segregate in their worship .
Those who have accommodated their church lifestyle to the racially divided reality of society-at-large
are ill-equipped to oppose voices which simply give
more offensive expression to the same practice.
Persistent racism challenges all churches and
Christians to recognize what is really offensive . Two
societies, one black, one white, separate and unequal
are truly offensive to those who claim the name
Christian, not only socially but theologically. Specifically, the offense is blasphemy: the rejection and
denial of God the Creator and God the Redeemer.
Racism rejects and denies the work of God and
negates the work of the Cross. God created each and
every human being in the divine image and Christ
died on the Cross to redeem and reconcile every one.
Whether separating individuals and peoples or
defining institutions and structures, racism is sin, a
flagrant rebellion against God in Christ.

DUV ALIERISM LINGERS
AS HAITI SUFFERS

W

hen Haitian dictator Jean-Claude " Baby
Doc" Duvalier was overthrown 20 months
ago, the people danced in the streets and
shed tears of joy. The downfall of Duvalier had
brought hope to Haitians everywhere, including the
one million living abroad in exile. The people
thought they were finally free of 30 years of tyranny
that had begun with Jean-Claude' s father, Francois
" Papa Doc" Duvalier. Some exiles even returned
home .
Haitians began to believe that they could walk
their streets without fear and govern their own lives.
They voted in a new constitution last March to
replace the one in effect since 1804 and tried building
in some democratic and political reforms. One was a
constitutional provision banning former Duvalier
aides from seel<ing office for 10 years. Another was
10
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the establishment of a provisional council to oversee
free and open elections for municipal positions and
the presidency.
Duvalier's infamous Tonton Macoutes, a/aramilitary force credited with mass killings an power
over the regular military, was disbanded by decree.
A provisional three-man government, headed by
Gen. Henri Namphy, was put into office to run
things until the scheduled November 1987 elections.
The people in Haiti, the poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere, rejoiced.
But all that has been short-lived. A prominent
politician has been murdered, and a presidential
candidate killed in front of police headquarters.
Church clergy are being harrassed and threatened.
Bullet-riddled bodies of people appear mysteriously
on the streets in the mornings; and former Macoutes
roam the countryside freely .
While Duvalier is gone, exiled to France with his
family, Duvalierism lingers since some of his
powerful aides remain intact and in power. And
several former Duvalier aides have boldly announced their candidacies for public office, in
defiance of the constitutional ban.
Haitians have told Western reporters that
Namphy's care-taker government, the National
Council of Government, does nothing to quell the
violence, or protect the people, or the political
candidates. "The government is telling us, you're on
your own," says the Rev. Alain Rocourt, treasurer of
the nine-member constitutionally established electoral council, and head of the Methodist Church in
Haiti, which is one of the eight districts of the
Methodist Church of the Caribbean and the Americas. Many political candidates have curtailed their
public campaigns out of fear. The people believe the
NCG is either trying to control the election process to
assure that NCG-supported candidates win, or
hoping the violence will prevent an election and the
NCG will continue its rule. There is little doubt that
government acquiescence to the violence has placed
the November 29 elections in jeopardy.
In response, the National Council for Haitian
Refugees has asked the United States to end military
aid to Haiti. The World Program Division of the
General Board of Global Ministries has agreed to
send an ecumenical delegation to Haiti as soon as
possible to express solidarity and pastoral support
for the church and the Haitian people. The United
Haitian Association of the USA, Inc., a human rights
.advocacy group, has petitioned the United Nations
to convene its democratic nation-members for
political sanctions against the ruling goverment and
a statement of support for the Haitian people. Their
appeal for support has also gone out to the
Organization of African Unity, the Rev. Jesse
Jackson's Rainbow Coalition, the Pope, the National
Council of Churches, and the international media.
While religious and human rights organizations,
in and outside of Haiti, oppose the NCG and its
mockery of the electoral process, Western powers
are propping up Namphy' s government.
What Haiti needs is strong, immediate world
support for a free and fair election, not support for
another repressive, unresponsive government. They
need it before November 29.
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In My Opinion
Adult Singles
Sheron C. Patterson
Four years ago, when I decided to
start a single adult ministry at my
church, I had a mission in mind.
There were hundreds of single
people in the church and many of
them seemed to be in need of a
place to belong.
My mission was to create an
atmosphere within the familyoriented church that was receptive
and comfortable for single people. I
knew that sitting alone in the pews
during worship service was lonely.
And heading, after the service, to
an empty apartment and a T.V.
dinner was depressing.
I wanted to feel like a part of the
family at church, and I knew that a
singles ministry could provide that
feeling of belonging.
Belonging means security. In our
transient world, a singles ministry
provides a place to establish roots,
and a community. The assurance
of a stable, consistent community
reduces one of the greatest fears of
single people-lonelinesswhether they are widowed, divorced, abandoned or never married. Singles ministries, w hile affirming the traditional family
structure, recognize that it's okay
to be a single person.
Belonging to a singles ministry
also affords the time for nurturing
and development of Christian selfhood. As the Apostle Paul put it,
those who are unmarried have
time to be concerned with how
they can serve the Lord.
To establish a singles ministry
offering security, acceptance and
Christian basis was my goal. With a
handful of single church members
and a prayer, the group got its
start. Today, our singles ministry
has a thriving membership and a
calendar full of spriritual, cultural
and social activities.
Somewhere in between those
years, I got married, but I retained
my advocacy for singles ministries.
It is still a mission for me because

there are too many single people
who erroneously see their unmarried status as a message from God
that they have a defect or that they
are not worthy of a marriage mate.
Across America, especially in the
black community, there appears to
be a disproportionately large number of women in comparison to
men. This numerical imbalance is
creating major turmoil. Single
women are now wrestling with
issues such as "man sharing."
While others resign themselves to
life alone and opt for pregnancy
and childrearing without marriage .
For many of the single women
and men that I have counseled, not
being married is an emotional,
spiritual and physical burden.
Some women, since the ·r girlhood days, have been waiting
patiently for Mr . Right to come
along. Now they are over 30 years
old, their biological clocks are ticking away and their patience is worn
down to a frantic thread.
Some men, still reeling from the
pain of divorce, find themselves in
the new role of single parents.
Raising children solo challenges
every fiber of their being.
When they come to me with
questions such as, " Why has God
placed me in this predicament?", I
don' t have lots of fancy answers .
Rather, I reassure them that we
serve a loving and compassionate
God who " keeps an eye on the
sparrow" and on us, too .
I also realize that population
demographics and societal vicissitudes are out of my control. Instead
of offering them pity, I can offer
them meaningful involvement in
the church, which is a place that
historically has been healing, holy
ground . Their empty hours easily
translate into valuable volunteer
time. Daily Bible study and prayer
remedy boredom with life .
No, I'm not trying to build a
cadre of single " holy rollers," I

want to promote the understanding that life begins in Jesus Christ
and not in matrimony.
Although Dallas is known as the
divorce capital of America because
of the city's 50 percent divorce rate,
it may also be viewed as the singles
ministry capital, too . Dozens of
churches in Dallas maintain active
and large singles ministries.
Such ministries are growing because single people of all ages are
discovering that the bars, dating
services and parties are not
enough. And as a result, they are
returning to the church in search
for something better.
A return to churches (by single
and married people) represents a
growing need for authority. The "if
it feels good, then let' s do it"
attitude has become hollow. The
much-sought- after prestigious
jobs and cars have proven incapable of producing actual happiness.
As more single people return, or
come for the first time, to United
Methodist churches across the
country, what will they find when
they get there? Hopefully, they will
find a warm community of people
who understand them and a pastor
who is sensitive to their needs .
My mission on behalf of single
adult ministries is far from over,
even though the group at my
church is productive and successful. There are always new topics to
explore and new problems to
solve . My mission can't be complete until more single people
realize that they do not have to try
and make it by themselves. Jesus
Christ was a single adult and he
proved that we are never alone.
God is always with us .
o

Sheron C. Patterson, a seminary student at Perkins School of Theology, is
interning as assistant pastor at St.
Luke Community UMC.

Rethinking the Missi 3
By Raymond I<. DeHainaut
The growth of the church in Argentina causes one United
Methodist to re-examine the role of North American missionaries
in Latin America
Early last December I traveled from
Rosario to Buenos Aires with a bus
load of the faithful to attend a
two-day celebration of the 150th
Anniversary of the Methodist
Church in Argentina. During the
ceremonies a lot was said about
early missionaries like John Dempster and William Norris who pioneered the work of the church in this
country. In 1836, Dempster received permission from dictator
General Juan Manuel de Rosas to
begin Protestant services for the
foreign community with the restriction that he must limit himself
to the English language. John F.
Thompson, an Argentine pastor of
Scottish ancestry who received his
theological training in the U.S .,
was granted permission to initiate
preaching service in Spanish in
1867.
The high point of these anniversary celebrations was the concluding worship in the San Martin
Cultural Center attended by over
1,500 persons, including representatives from the Roman Catholic
Church, several Protestant denominations, several ~uman rights
groups, the Mothers of the Plaza de
Mayo, and the ambassador from
Nicaragua who, received the loudest applause .
Argentine Bishop Federico J.
Pagura, who presided and
preached on this occasion, provides one of the main reasons that
Methodism in Argentina now appeals to a broad cross-section of
the Argentine people. He, along
with Bishop Emeritus Carlos T. ·
Gatinonni and Methodist theologian Jose Miguez Bonino, have
gained national recognition for
their advocacy of international
peace, human rights, and self-determination in Latin America. It
was Bishop Pagura' s sermon,
which dealt with the early begin12
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nings of Protestantism in Argentina, the struggles of this new
minority to survive and the eventual development of strong national
leadership that stimulated me to
re-examination my role as a foreign missionary in Latin America.
It occurred to me that anyone
aware of the maturity and accomplishments of Methodism in this
country ought to reactivate the old
"rethinking missions" process and
once again raise the question as to
what really constitutes the legitimate role, if any, of the North
American missionary in La tin
America. Anyone who has bothered to browse through even a
small portion of missional literature produced during the past 100
years will be aware of the fact that
this is no new question.
Representatives of the so-called
"historic" denominations have
been "rethinking missions" since
the early part of this century. At
mid-century some denominations
established training centers such as
the one at Stony Point, New York,
where missionaries could be prepared for the social, cultural, historical, political and economic realities of the countries where they
would serve.
Fifty years ago, Kenneth Scott
Latourette, in his book Missions
Tomorrow, accurately predicted
many of the "alterations and innovations" our changing world
would produce in foreign missionary activities and life styles. Latourette was correct in predicting
that the great evangelists, publishers, educators and church administrators in the mission field would
not be the traditional "AngloSaxon fathers" of the past but
would "rise up from the ranks" of
the churches established by these
missionaries. He predicted this
even before the great surge of
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nationalism and decolonialization
following the termination of the
Second World War. He sensed that
the missionaries of the late 20th
century would be more alive to the
social ills which were inherited
from the 19th century imperialism
and the economic exploitation of
millions. He understood that the
modem missionary must accept the
fact of nationalism and the need
to encourage national leadership.
"We must reiterate that for many
years to come, perhaps for generations, the missionary will be required, but more and more his task
must be to reinforce the efforts of
the local Christian communities
and to strengthen and broaden
their vision. Administration and
formal leadership must pass out of
his hands, and must be assumed
by members of the younger
churches."
While Latourette was making
these suggestions in the mid-30s,
Argentine Methodism was well on
the way toward establishing its
own leadership. Argentine Pastor
Juan A. Gatinonni was elected
bishop in 1932 and served for 12
years. Later, in 1949, renowned
writer and poet Sante Uberto Barbieri was elected for 20 years. Then
in 1969 the " Iglesia Evangelica
Metodista Argentina" (IEMA) declared itself autonomous and elected another Argentine, Carlos T.
Gatinonni, to serve as bishop.
Bishop Gatinonni, who served
during the early days of the military regime's "dirty war" against
subversives when people were
beginning to disappear by the
thousands, became one of the
founding members of the National
Commission on the Disappearance
of Persons (CONADEP). Now retired, he has recently been traveling throughout the country with
Nobel Peace Prize winner, Perez

ary Role
Bishop Federico Pagura
presides at the 1985
wee meeting
in Buenos Aires.

Esquivel, on behalf of "The Committee of One Hundred to Go On
Living" to promote the cause of
"world peace with justice."
The present bishop, Federico J.
Pagura, is an internationally
known ecumenist and champion of
human rights, who was so active in
ministering to those fleeing the
Argentine and Chilean militaries in
the mid-70s that his church in
Mendoza was bombed. When he
learned that his name was on the
same hit list as that of Dr. Mauricio
Lopez, the murdered university
president, he and his wife were
obliged to live away from their
parsonage for some time .
Today the church that Bishop
Pagura leads is composed of seven
regions and these regions are led
by seven superintendents, three of
whom are women. This proportion
of strong feminine leadership is
equal to, if not greater than, that of
any United Methodist annual conference in the United States. Also
the strong role assumed by the laity
is assurance against any temptation toward clericalism. The Evangelical Methodist Church in Argentina (IEMA) has some 80 ordained and seminary-trained
pastors who serve in various parts
of the country. The majority are
itinerants traveling to serve
wherever they are sent by the
General Assembly; others have
elected to stay in one spot where
they earn part or even all of their
own support. The ecumenical seminary that produced most of these
ministries, ISEDET (The Evangelical Superior Institute for Theological Studies), which can boast of
scholars such as Jose Miguez Bonino and Luis Farre can provide a
quality of theological education
that rivals anything that can be
found in the U.S. or Europe. And
presently they are producing ma(445)

ll

terials to help the rest of the world
understand the Theology of Liberation which emerged amidst the
struggle for social and economic
justice in Latin America .
Not only has Argentine Methodism developed strong leadership
for its own needs, it has also been
supplying leadership to international ecumenical agencies . The
Rev. Carlos Valle, professor at
ISEDET, was recently elected executive director of the World Association for Christian Communications (WACC). The Rev. Carlos
Sintado is presently an executive in
the World Council of Churches
(WCC) Office of Education for
Development, and the Rev. Emilio
Castro, an Uruguayan pastor, who
served for years in a church united
with Argentina under the same
bishop, is now general secretary of
the wee.
In consideration of this impressive array of accomplishments of
Argentine Methodism, one question comes to my mind. What am I
doing here? Did God really call me
to be a missionary in present-day
Argentina? I remember visiting
some missionaries in Uruguay in
the mid-60s who were asking the
same question. I happened to be in
the famous meeting when they
unanimously decided to call a
moratorium on their presence in
that country because they felt that
not only were they not needed, but
that their presence was a hindrance
to the progress of the church in that
country. And they actually did
return home, lock, stock, and
"missionary barrel," even though
many Uruguayan church leaders
were opposed to this decision.
Lately, some have returned on
special invitation.
Are missionaries still needed?
The missionaries themselves made
this decision in Uruguay, but ever
since the establishment of autonomous national churches, this is a
question that must now be decided
by the national churches and not
the missionaries . Missionaries
from the "historic" churches, although in reduced numbers, are
still to be found in countries like
Argentina where church leaders
feelthatcertainskillsandresources
that come from the churches in the
north can lend valuable assistance
to the national church which is
engaged in its own mission.
After reading over some of the
notes I had accumulated in preparation for this article, my own
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regional superintendent, the Rev.
Hugo Urcola, remarked, "Yes, it is
true that we have reached a certain
degree of self-sufficiency, but Argentina is a big country with many
problems (the increasing burden of
the national debt, unemployment,
social alienation, the dissolution of
the family, discrimination against
our aborigines, secularization,
etc.), and we have invited you
missionaries to help us in areas
where we are short-handed."
In her 1986 "Report of the General Secretary to the General Board of
Global Ministries," Peggy Billings
of The United Methodist Church,
pointed out that the bulk of the
churches that the missionaries
helped to found around the world
are now "established, self-directing churches." What these
churches have in common is that
they are "self-directing," but they
have distinctive needs growing out
of their own cultural, historical and
social contexts.
But, out of a desire that these
churches become even more selfdirecting and autonomous, the
mission boards of the "historic"
churches still place a high priority
on leadership development. According to Ms. Billings, United
Methodists have seen this as "a
major factor in the strengthening of
the churches," and she adds that
"our missionaries have played a
great role in this." One of the most
frequent requests for missionary
personnel coming in from the
national churches at the present
time is for trained persons in
practical theological education .
However, this is not the case in
countries like Argentina which
sends members of its own ecumenical theological school (ISEDET) to lecture abroad.
The various national churches
will continue to request mission-
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aries according to the needs of their
own particular mission situation.
They are now mainly concerned
with the vast provincial areas away
from large cities. But no matter
where the missionary may be
asked to serve, several Argentine
church leaders have made it plain
that they are looking for a special
kind of missionary.
I met with a group of seven
Argentine church leaders and told
them that I was rethinking the role
of the missionary in Argentina,
and then I met with each one of
them separately and asked this
question: What kind of missionaries do you think are still needed
in Argentina, if any?"
None of them denied the need
for missionaries in general, but all
had suggestions for a certain kind
of missionary. Here is a summary
of their suggestions:
1. One pastor said, "We want the
kind of missionary who is well
oriented to the historical, cultural,
political and theological perspectives of Argentines in general and
of Argentine Methodists in particular." Part of this orientation should
consist of many hours of reading
Argentine political history and the
basic documents of the Argentine
Church such as "The Missionary
Strategy of the Argentine Evangelical Methodist Church."
2. He or she must be adaptable to
the needs of the Argentine Church
regardless of training and preconceived concepts of the missionary
role . "Remember that you are here
at our invitation, and we can cancel
that invitation at any time."
3. Most of them felt that one of
the most important parts of the
missionary role is the responsibility of interpreting the Latin American situation, the struggle of the
people for self-determination, and
the meaning of Liberation Theology to the folks back home in the
U.S. and Canada. "Former missionaries were called on to suffer
by traveling long distances away
from home by ship and other
inconvenient means," remarked
one lay leader, but now you have
jets and instant telephone communication. Perhaps your real suffering will come when you have
returned to your supporting
churches back home and tell them
how we feel about your country's
economic and interventionist policies in Latin America."
A growing awareness of the fact
that the missionary's Third World
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experience can greatly enrich the
state-side ministry of those missionaries who return home after
one or two terms in the field has led
to new patterns of missionary
service. According to the old pattern, the missionary was "commissioned" and expected to devote
his or her entire life to a particular
field "over there ." The faithful
missionary was one who stayed in
the field until death or retirement.
The realization that the whole
world is the mission field ("Go
therefore and make disciples of all
nations" ... Matt. 28:19), has led
many missionaries to see the importance of applying their overseas
experience to the church's mission
back home.
This has been particularly true in
our own situation, as my wife and I
have served three terms overseas
with campus ministries, and have
had 3--9 years in the States sandwiched in between. I would like to
call this the back-and-forth missionary pattern. Some of the most
challenging aspects of our missionary experience have come during those years back in the U.S.
when we were attempting to interpret such issues as the new Panama Canal Treaty and self-determination in Central America from a
Latin American perspective. There
is no more challenging missionary
task than that of trying to help
people see that the Gospel has
implications for the issues of social
and economic justice in developing
countries. There is no longer any
special virtue in "sticking it out" in
the foreign mission field when the
missionary's greater contribution
might be that of helping to change
some of the policies of our government which are standing in the
way of a better life for millions
south of the border. It is true that
the major responsibility of the

missionary is to preach the Gospel.
But we also have a responsibility to
help work toward the realization of
conditions which allow the Gospel
to be received.
4. One said, "We also need more
enlightened foreign missionary
presence here as an alternative to
the invasion of North American
sects and religious corporations.
Jimmy Swaggart and Pat Robertson are now appearing daily on
radio and TV giving our people a
lopsided interpretation of the Gospel and an ultra-rightist political
ideology." The recent invasion of
foreign sects and religious corporations has complicated the
whole question of missionary vresence. According to the Argentine
Registry of Non-Catholic Religions, in 1976, 300 "free religious
movements,' ' including Protestants and other minority religions
were registered in Argentina. The
total is now 1,930, the majority
pertaining to " fundamentalist"
North American groups. Both
Protestants and Catholics have
expressed alarm over this intensive
"ideological invasion."
The Mormons comprise one of
the most successful of the so-<:alled
"foreign sects" as far as numbers
are concerned . Argentina and
many other Latin American countries are flooded with clean-cut
missionary youth out to convert
anyone who will listen to them,
including other missionaries like
myself. One of them who came to
convert me after failing with the
Catholic Archbishop, informed me
that they had 40 missionaries in
Rosario alone and have constructed seven huge "chapels" with
funds from the U.S. These missionaries express no qualms about
mixing mission with America's
"Manifest Destiny" t0 save the
world.
NEW WORLD OUTLOOK

Much could also be said about
the growing influence of the
Moonies and other non-traditional
groups working in Argentina. Last
year, Bishop Antonio J. Plaza,
rector of the Catholic University of
La Plata, conferred an honorary
degree on The Rev. Sun Myung
Moon after receiving a generous
donation from Moon's organization.
5. One younger pastor remarked, "We expect that your
mission goals will be goals that we
have worked out together. Together, we must also establish precise
criteria for evaluating your work at
the end of each three-year term." It
was also expected that the missionary's primary loyalty would be
with the Argentine Church even
though he is supported by a foreign mission board.
I am encouraged that even some
of my more critical co-workers see
a need for a certain kind of missionary who is willing to remain
flexible and adapt to the mission of
the national church as that church
understands it. Therefore, I conclude that there is still a need for
missionaries in Argentina who are
willing to take seriously the views
and suggestions mentioned above.
Also, as a result of this re-evaluation, I have come to realize more
than ever before, that foreign mission is a two-way street. I have
been greatly enriched by my years
of service in several Latin American countries. I came back to
Argentina for the second time
because I need to be here.

Raymond K. DeHainaut is a United
Methodist missionary in Argentina.
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Pastoral relations with persons
with handicapping ·conditions
is the business of every Christian
The caller wanted to know if I was
interested in making a presentation at a conference for pastors . It
was sponsored by the March of
Dimes and the San Diego County
Ecumenical Conference, and the
topic was "Pastoral Relations With
Handicapped Adults."
Thinking I had something
worthwhile to say about it from
personal experience, I said yes . In
preparation, it occurred to me that
as members of the family of God,
we all have the opportunity and
responsibility for pastoral relations
with one another. That' s not a new
insight, but a reaffirmation of familiar Reformation insistence upon
the priesthood of all believer .
I hadn't always been sensitive to
the way I related with those having
physical handicaps . I learned
about the pain and loss of a
disabled person through experience . It happened on a Sunday
evening when I walked into the
Los Angeles County General Hospital after my phy ician suspected I
had polio . A few hours later, I lay
paralyzed in a place that was
trange and alien to me .
My ministry in that part of
southern Illinois known as " Little
Egypt," and on the campus of the
Univer ity of Southern California
came to halt in that polio epidemic
of the late 40 . ow I was an adult
with a erious physical disabilityone that left me in a wheelchair.
Per onal e perience heightened
my awarene of other with disabilitie that handicap them . And as
I thought about the conference
pre entation, it became increasing! obvious that pa toral relations
with handicapped adults is the
bu ine s of e ery Chri tian .
M fir t thought wa that everyone ha handicap . It i ju t a
que tion of becoming aware of and

accepting them, so we can work

with them rather than their working against u s. It's more like the
acknowledgment of a handicap in
golf, and playing the game with
allowances for different levels of
competence . It is primarily a matter
of becoming aware of a person's
condition, and then responding
appropriately. Indeed, it may be
helpful to think of people in terms
of being physically challenged
rather than handicapped.
As human beings, we all have
much more in common with one
another than meets the eye . But to
suggest that there is a specific set of
rules of pastoral relations with
physically disabled adults is a
mistaken notion.
Some guidelines may be helpful.
Perhaps the first thing is to be with
those of us who are physically
challenged as we actually are .
Essenti3lly, it is a matter of respect-seeing us for what we are.
While it is not a matter of making
any issue of the handicap, acknowledging it and being aware of
the extent of the limitation is the
beginning of any genuine relationship . What you say to a person is
not irrelevant, or unimportant, but
secondary. To paraphrase St. Paul,
" If you don' t have love, you have
nothing at all. "
Any relationship begins with
respect . The root meaning of the
word refers to seeing other persons
as they are, and that involves
making contact with them. Those
of us with different kinds of physical handicaps are used to being
either stared at or ignored. It is a
common experience for waiters to
talk to my wife and to rarely look at
or address me, at least until I
actually place my order. And then
they may turn to my wife to ask if I
want our cream on my baked
l'E\V WORLD OUTLOOK

potato. It is as if I'm not really
there, or not capable of answering.
It is as if my brain were paralyzed
as well as my legs . It is similar to
the situation in which people shout
into the ear of a visually handicapped person, as if their ears were
also impaired. Now, I know that
my wife is prettier than I am, but
being ignored doesn't provide any
basis for contact with me.
Respect means seeing us as we
are with all of our differences. It
may be that after establishing a
relationship with a physically challenged person we can see the
essence of the individual and ferget the disability, but we don't
ignore the particular kind of limitation . For example, a person may
need a ramp to gain access to
church. In much the same way, we
may relate to an employee who is a
woman and simply think of her as a
co-worker and forget that she's a
woman. However, we don't ignore
the fact, and we may need to make
allowances for a pregnancy leave.
Openly acknowledging a person's
reality is the first step in establishing a relationship. A child's question, such as, "Why are you in that
chair?" shows a natural openness
that may be too difficult for some
adults . But the acceptance of a
walker, wheelchair, crutches, cane
or seeing-eye dog is respect, and
the beginning of any relationship. ,
Respect also includes allowing
us to do as much as we can for
ourselves. An aggressive offer of
one' s help may be one indication of
failing to see us as we are . It may be
an expression of pity that is hardly
appropriate . An aggressive " Here,
let me help you into your car" may
be an invasion of personal space,
and may literally push a person off
balance. An open offer of assistance, " Would you like some help
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getting into your car?" is simply
something offered that can be
politely accepted or refused. Seeing us as we are includes respecting our struggle to do what we can
do, and still be open to helping if
need be. However, there are those
with obvious physical handicaps
who reject help regardless of the
way it is offered. In these instances, it is appropriate to simply
respond in the way that you would
with anybody else, regardless of
their circumstances.
Respect also includes a recognition that a disabled person may be
manipulative. Just as there are
individuals who reject help, however offered, there are those who
try to take advantage of their
handicap. Capitalizing on the guilt
of another person, they further
their own dependency by manipulating others. It may include getting others to do things that they
can do for themselves, or to do
things unrelated to meeting needs
arising out of their handicaps. In
these instances, respect includes
an openness to confronting them.
However, honest confrontation
never happens if we do not first
face up to our own feelings about
disabled persons. It is only then
that we can follow those feelings by
asserting ourselves with firmness
and love.
Of course, the generalization
that each person is unique, pertains to anyone in the human race.
And it is precisely because of these
differences that each person has
his or her own idiosyncratic response to a handicap. Those differences may be further compounded
by the difference between persons
who became disabled as adults and
between those who have known
nothing different from birth or
early childhood .
18
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I am not suggesting that persons
with these different histories can
be stereotyped any more than
saying that all persons in wheelchairs are the same. I do suggest
that an adult whose life is drastically changed as the result of an
accident or illness may still be
reacting to some of the feelings that
accompany such a radical loss.
And anyone responding to a serious loss of health or the death of
someone close, may respond in
some of the same ways.
We may react with shock and
denial, anger or fear or even with
guilt. Any serious loss is scary, and
individuals may deny the seriousness of it, even to the point of
endangering their lives. A person
who denies the handicap of a heart
condition may be inviting death or
a life of invalidism. Pastoral relations with such an individual include the importance of understanding such denial. It is a way of
protecting ourselves from more
than we can bear at the moment.
And while we may need it for a
time, denial can become destructive if we hang on to it.
Losing some part of ourselves
may result in intense anger. And
since it is not a matter of logic, it
may be directed against the hospital or doctors, against you, against
God, or as in Steig' s cartoon,
against "the whole damn world."
It may be turned in upon ourselves, usually resulting in depression. And guilt may be related
to this anger. We may experience
guilt for causing the accident that
resulted in our loss, for the failure
to beat the disease that limits us, or
for the inability to fulfill commitments to ourselves and others.
A person losing something of
significance may be scared. Facing
the future in a different body is
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scary. And in the loneliness of any
experience of loss, the fear of
isolation from others can be traumatic. We are now different persons even though the same. We are
changed, and people respond to us
differently. Experiencing loss is a
lonely and frightening business.
This problem is complicated by
what is referred to as body image.
Simply put, it is the way we see
ourselves. And if a change in our
body occurs in adulthood, it always involves a change in the way
we look at ourselves. And this
includes our self-image.
Our image of self is the mental
picture or blueprint we have of
ourselves. It is our understanding
of what sort of persons we are. It is
developed out of the beliefs and
past experiences that have meaning to us. It includes the way we
respond to our successes and our
failures, and to the humiliations
and triumphs of our lives. It begins
with the way people reacted to us
in infancy and early childhood.
Once this picture of ourselves is
formed and reinforced by others,
we act upon it. Our feelings about
ourselves and others and our behavior are consistent with this
self-image. We act upon it, and it
becomes true for us.
Our body-image is integral to
our self-image. Our bodies are
more than a unique arrangement of
flesh and bones. In a real sense, it is
who we are. And while we are
more than our bodies, our bodies
are us . It is the way others recognize and respond to us. Our bodyimage incorporates the way we see
ourselves in a physical, emotional
and spiritual sense. We are whole
persons, and we don't separate
ourselves out into a body here, a
mind and emotion there, and spirit
somewhere else. Such compart-
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mentalization misses the point of
what it means to be human.
Hence, any change in our body,
especially a radical one, inevitably
changes the way we see ourselves.
It is the same process of grief that
anyone experiences in a significant
loss. It is important in any pastoral
relationship to understand what is
happening to an individual experiencing such loss .
One guideline of pastoral relations is simply to increase understanding of the problems confronting physically challenged adults.
We cannot expect anyone to get
inside our skins and share just
what we experience. But it is
helpful to be understood and accepted as we are.
A final guideline is the recognition of the importance of a network
of support for individuals with
particular needs. Such a network
may be needed by a person emotionally handicapped by periodic
or chronic depression; recently
divorced or widowed persons may

need the support that can be
provided by those who have suffered similar losses. Such support
may be helpful to physically disabled persons also. And while it
may be effective for a person with
one kind of physical handicap to
relate to another with a similar
limitation, it doesn't always work.
Some persons recently experiencing loss tend to avoid those with
similar problems. It may be an
expression of denial of the way
they see themselves, but again,
people are different in their needs
and responses .
Still, there is the promise of the
"wounded healers ." Those who
have sustained a serious loss and
are now getting on with their lives
may be the most effective persons
to be with those who are experiencing a loss. A network of
support can provide care for those
disabled in some ways, and those
experiendng loss may become a
part of it. An alcoholic woman who
accepts her condition may become

the most caring and effective "healer" of another woman suffering
from a similar condition; a man
who has accepted his confinement
to a wheelchair, and grown
through his experience, may be the
best person to be with another who
is now facing such a loss.
While there are no magic answers to the problems of the
disabled, we can minister to each
other. Any member of the family of
God may be experiencing a need or
identifying the need of someone
for a supportive relationship. And
any one of us within the church
may help provide that pastoral
care, as well as be open to calling
uron others within the community
o faith to share in this ministry.
0

Dr. Glen E. Whitlock is a clinical
director of the Christian Counseling
Service, parish associate at First Presbyterian Church, Redlands and adjunct professor at San Francisco Theological Seminary .
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Mission Interns: The
Challenge To Serve

Ye

Fe

by James R. Owen

Wanted:
Young United Methodists, aged 20-30, for three-year mission
commitment overseas and in the United States. Requirements include Christian dedication to peace and justice, a sense of humor,
flexibility, and a willingness to work long, hard hours under challenging circumstances for subsistence pay. Benefits include a
round-trip ticket and a lively sense of Christian community. Apply
to World Division, General Board of Global Ministries.

In an era when young people are
said to be increasingly self-centered and materialistic, one might
suppose the advertisement above
would generate little interest. Yet
applications for the denomination's Mission Intern Program have
continued to increase. Now in its
fourth three-year cycle, the intern
program attracts young Christian
women and men who are serious
about a church mission that seeks
to help create a more just world .
This fall, 15-20 new interns will
scatter to mission postings on five
continents for 12-15-month assignments. Most will remain overseas until December 1988, when
they will return to the United
States for a U.S .-based missionary
job. While abroad, they will take
up assignments in broadly diverse
settings, ranging from ecumenical
service bodies to base Christian
communities. The theme for the
1987-90 interns will be the "Search
for Justice Beyond Boundaries of
Race, Religion and Culture." This
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theme will be linked to the 1989
Ecumenical Mission Studies on
Islam and the Philippines.
The Mission Intern Program was
created in the mid-1970's as part of
an overall World Division effort to
develop innovative short-term
mission opportunities, says Ruth
Harris, who coordinates the program. From its outset, the Mission
Intern Program had deliberately
focused on the church's involvement in four major areas: human
rights, economic justice, militarization and racism.
Harris said the program was
originally realized as a conscious
attempt to help foster a "reverse
missionary flow" -an opportunity
for the North American church to
learn more about the conditions
and problems affecting the rest of
the world, particularly in less-developed nations .
"Our approach was to let the
Third World teach us, instead of
the other way around," she observed. Harnessing the idealism
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and energies of young people
seemed a natural way of doing just
that, she added.
At the same time, program planners hope that the mission interns
will themselves help develop new
models of Christian mission and
exchange through their experiences overseas and back at home.
Harris also pointed out that the
Mission Intern Program is an important tool in the church's leadership development efforts. "Almost
every former intern is now engaged in some kind of full-time
Christian mission work, and that's
pretty significant," she said.
Some former Mission Interns
have accepted full-time overseas
missionary work for the United
Methodist Church, while others
have pursued U.S .-based mission
service. "When we started the
program, we had no idea if young
people would commit themselves
to three years at subsistence salary," recalled Harris. "We found
that not only would they make
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Young Adults Receive·Opportunities
For Sharing and Growth Through Mission

Juan Clark Evans learns a
painful lesson: listen before
you talk.

such a commitment, but they're
also a terrific bunch of people."
What They Learned
All the former interns interviewed
for this article readily agreed that
they had indeed learned a great
deal durijlg their internships.
Many also acknowledged the importance of listening more than
talking. For Juan Clarke Evans,
who served in the Dominican Republic in 1980, this was at first a
painful lesson.
Evans went to the South American nation "with lots of ideas about
how I could be in mission with the

peasant farmers I would be working with." Upon arriving, he arranged a meeting with area farmers
surrounding the small village, Las
Yayas, where he was based . To his
dismay , not a single farmer
showed up for the meeting at
which he had hoped to share his
many ideas about improving agricultural conditions there.
That was the first of many such
lessons he was to learn during his
stint in the Dominican Republic .
"That taught me that I really
needed to listen more instead of
talk." For Evans, the experience
was a sobering realization that
amidst all his good intentions to
help, there was a trace of the sort of
paternalism and chauvinism he
had hoped to help eliminate by
participating in the program.
After serving the Ecumenical
Social Action of Latin America for a
year, working in community organizing and popular education,
Evans returned to El Paso, Texas,
where he worked with the El Paso
Interreligious Sponsoring Organization. There he worked on economic justice issues and public
education for Mexican-Americans.
Evans received a Master of Divinity degree from Union Theological Seminary in New York in 1966
and was recently appointed associate minister at Trinity United
Methodist Church in Tallahassee,
Florida. He hopes to continue
applying the lessons he learned
during his internships to his pastoral work in Florida . "Parish ministry feels really good right now,"
he said.
Meredith Dean, class of 1983-86,
began her mission service working
with the base Christian community
movement in the Philippines in
1983. Her encounter with what she
calls " the theology of struggle,"

particularly during the Marcos era
in the Philippines, prepared her
well for mission work back in the
U.S . No doubt echoing the sentiments of most of her intern colleagues, Dean said her work has
convinced her "to think globally
and act locally."
There are many aspects of liberation theology that are applicable in
underdeveloped regions of the
United States, said Dean. Ironically, however, she observed that as a
result of her experiences abroad
and at home, she is more tolerant
of Americans who lack the sense of

Meredith Dean: Witnessing
the struggle of the Marcos era
prepared her for mission work
in the U.S.
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urgency she feels about the need
for social change.
After serving in the Philippines,
Dean worked in the Philadelphia
office of the National Alliance for
the Reform of the Military-Industrial Complex (NARMIC). After
leaving the Philippines, she joined
the staff of the Appalachian Peoples Service Organization in
Blacksburg, Virginia. She plans
eventually to return to seminary to
complete her pastoral training.
Chansoo Lee, born in South
Korea and now a U.S. citizen, said
his internship overseas with the
National Council of Churches in
Tokyo, Japan, was a "time of
clarification." He also served at a
Korean church in Kawasaki, a
Tokyo suburb.
"As a Korean-American, I was
interested in the history of Koreans
in Japan, and the discrimination
they experience there . I was particularly challenged and encouraged
by young Korean Christians who
were struggling for justice and
peace," said Lee .
Lee also came to some conclusions about suffering in the wodd.
"I' m convinced that the majority of
the people in the world are suffering, and a minority is not," he
noted. "Furthermore, this minority is responsible for the majority's
suffering, because it is violating a
command of God either by omission or commission . I am convinced that the minority must be
willing to be humble and listen to
the voice of God speaking through
the sufferings of the people ."
For Robin Ringler, serving as a
parish assistant in an ecumenical
church in the divided German city
of Berlin was both an "eye-opening and radicalizing experience ."
During her 14 months of assisting
the pastor of Hendrick Kraemer
22
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Haus, Ringler got a firsthand
glimpse of the kind of tensions and
suspicions that permeate EastWest relations today .
Hendrick Kraemer Haus is a
Dutch-based ecumenical congregation created in 1949, ele en year
before the infamous Berlin Wall
was erected overnight. But, thi
congregation still serves members
on both sides of the Wall and a
such, serves as a unique communications conduit across one of the
most divisive barriers symbolizing
the poisoning of inter-German
relations today. Ringler disco ered
that both sides help perpetuate thi
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Chansoo Lee: 'the majority of

the people in the world are
suffering, and a minority is
not.'

The Mission Intern
Program can
provide a valuable
model for
enhancing world
community
between Christians
in North America
and the developing
world.
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dilemma, but she came away convinced that U.S. Christians must
do more to help break down the
barriers of mistrust.
Ringler's U.S. assignment was
the New York City office of Clergy
and Laity Concerned, the Christian
peace activist group whose genesis
lies in its opposition to the U.S.
involvement in Vietnam. Her husband, Jim Winkler, was a member
of the second group of interns,
1980-83, and he currently works
for The United Methodist Church's
Board of Church and Society in
Washington, D.C. Robin, who is
now working on a Master of Divinity degree, plans eventually to
work in program ministry at a local
parish.
Doug Cunningham , class of
1983-86, spent a year working with
the Institute on Religion and Culture in the Philippines. After being
exposed to the harsh economic
realities faced by Filipinos, the

These young
Christian
. .
.
m1ss1onaries are
likely to figure
prominently in the
church's future
leadership.

Doug Cunningham: 'In many
ways it is the people of the
U.S . who need the education.'

home, was deepened considerably
by my experience," said Cunningham, who currently works for
the Church Coalition for Human
Rights in the Philippines, based in
Washington, D. C.
Cunningham said he returned
from the Philippines with a sense
of vitality and hope . In his point of
view, the Mission Intern Program
can provide a valuable model for
enhancing world community between Christians in North America
and the developing world.
Whatever their experiences
abroad or in mission settings in the
United States, these young Christian missionaries are quite likely to
figure prominently in the church' s
future leadership as well as in its
quest to help create a little more
justice and understanding in the
world.
o

James R. Owen is a free lance writer
based in New York.

majority of whom live in grinding
poverty, Cunningham said he
came home realizing that "in many
ways it is the people of the U.S.
who need the education."
"My understanding of justice
issues surrounding economics,
both in the Philippines and at

The intern program
attracts young
Christian women
and men who are
serious about a
church mission that
seeks to create a
more just world.

''Meet Our New
Mission Interns''
These seventeen new mission interns
from all over the U.S. have commenced
their overseas assignments in Asia,
Europe, Africa, Central and Latin America
aa of September. While overseas their
asaignments will range from teaching
science at a highschool in Harare, Zim·
t:Nabwe, to working in Argentina with Service for Peace and Justice, an agency
directed by Nobel Peace Prize winner
Adolfo Perez Esquivel. On returning to
the U.S., interns will have home
u.aignments consisting of work relating
IO Interpretation, advocacy, counseling,
)oetlce, human rights and community-

oriented issues.
Prior to departure, the group completed a two-month orientation which
included attendance at the annual Mis·
sionary Conference held at Wiiiiamsport,
Penn. from July 13-17. At a reception
given for .the interns by t e General
Board of Global Ministries on July 21,
Ruth Harris', an executive of the board's
World Division and coordinator of the
intern program, said that an Intentional
effort had been made this year to assign
returning interns to National Division programs serving grass roots communities
in the U.S.

1• Dian• J. Allen
Harrisburg, Pa.

'''"~'"'"''

A. C\\9t°4\ ~\I .
\.es\et '

3. Kaelene Arvidson-Hicks
Albert Lea, Minn.

14. Rebecca Ratctlfl
Boston, Mass.

15.

~Obert Bradley Sntlflt

rOrt Mia, S.C.

Overseas/U.S.
A11ignment1
(U.S. assignments are Italicized)

1. UMC China Program, Hong Kong/China
Sunbeam Counsellng Center, Oklahoma City

2. Baguio City, Philippines
Partners tor Global Justice, Washington, DC

3. Baguio City, Philippines
Church Coalition for Human Rights in the
Philippines, . Washington, DC

...

Lahore, Pakistan
Methodist Federation tor Social Action, NYC

5. Hokkaido, Japan
Hinton Rural Lile Center, Haynesvllle, NC

8. Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Centro Ade/ante Csmpeslno, El Mirage, AZ

7. Monrovia, Liberia
Women's Project, Little Rock, AR

8. Service for Peace and Justice Argentina
Proyecto Llbertad, Harllngton, TX

9.

Inchon, Korea
Church Committee for Human Rights In Asia,
Chicago, IL

10. Harare, Zimbabwe
Drew University/black UMCs
11. Concepcion, Chile
Desert SW Border Ministry, Tucson, AZ
12. Kltwe, Zambia
Women's Project, Little Rock, AR
13. Seoul, Korea
Church Committee for Human Rights In Asl
Chicago, IL
14. Cagayan de Oro City, Philippines
Church Network on Phlllpplnes, Berkeley, C
15. Cashel, Zimbabwe
East St. Louis, IL
16. National Council of Churches, Japan
Japanese-American churches In U.S.
17. Diana Jones (picture not available)
Milan, Italy
Community Survival Center, Baltimore, MD

Two vie
Mission The ~
Are We Partners in Mission with God?

C

by Richard B. Steele

b

We are God's instruments not God's co-equals in mission.

Q

The new statement of the theology of mission undergirding the work and
witness of the General Board of Global Ministries is entitled "Partnership in God's
Mission ." Although it articulates the functioning mission theology of the GBGM
rather than the general United Methodist Church, it is offered to stimulate and
Two logical and theological errors
seem to me to lie at the heart of the
new Mission Theology Statement
adopted by the General Board of
Global Ministries in October, 1986.
The first error is the use of the term
"God's mission" to suggest not
only that we, the church, have a
mission from God (which is theologically indisputable), but also that
God has a mission. The second
error derives from the first and
involves the use of the term "partners" with God in mission with
reference to the church . The use of
the term " partners" implies not
only that we are the instruments of
God's purpose in the world (which
again is indisputable), but also that
we are somehow God' s equals s!nce
we have a partnership share in
God' s own mission.
Two operative assumptions inform my critique of the Mission
Theology Statement. First, I assume the fundamental Protestant
principle that the gospel should be
preached in the explicit terminology of the Scriptures translated into
the ordinary language of the audience . Second, I assume that such
ordinary language is an adequate
(if perhaps never perfect) vehicle
for the preached Word . That is,
ordinary language does not make
logical mistakes all by itself, although people often do in their use
of language . Thus, any theological
formulation is in error if it u ses
terms in ways which violate the
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standard meanings which those
terms bear in Scripture, church
tradition or ordinary language.
I contend that the Mission Theology Statement uses "mission" in a
way which violates the meaning of
that term in Scripture, tradition
and common English, and uses the
term " partnership with God" in a
way which transgresses the Biblical
understanding of the divinehuman relationship. In so doing,
the Statement tempts us to equate
the providence of God with the
mission of the church, and to
reduce the mission of the church to
benev olent humanitarianism .
Such anthropocentric views are not
an adequate account of the biblical
doctrines of God or the church.
The term " mission" is rather
uncommon in Scripture. In the
RSV, it appears only five times . In
four of those cases (I Sam. 15:18,20;
Acts 12:25; Gal. 2:8), God sends
people on missions, and in the fifth
instance (II Cor . 11:12), false apostles claim to have a mission from
God but in fact do not. In no case is
God said to have a mission.
The closely related term " commission" is also used several times
(Num . 27:19,23; Deut. 31 :14,23;
Ezra 8:36; I Cor. 9:17; II Cor. 1:21 ;
2:17). With one exception, it is
always God w ho commissions and
people w ho are commissioned .
God is never said to have a missio n
or to be commissioned .
Indeed, God cannot be properly
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said to " have a mission" except in a
carefully qualified trinitarian
sense. Both in its Latin etymology
and its ordinary English usage, the
word "mission" means " sending."
Grammatically, this implies both a
" subject" which sends, and an
open object which is sent. Either or
both of these can be human beings,
but neither needs to be.
For example, my wife can send
me to the store, my defective
television set can send me into a
rage, and I can send it flying
through the window. But, in none
of these examples is the sending
subject and sent object the same.
On the other hand, a human
subject obviously can carry out his
or her own intentions; but that is
not an instance of sending. Rather
it is an instance of acting. I do not
send myself to the store; I go .
Every instance of "mission" is an
example of sending, but not every
instance of sending is an example
of mission. We usually reserve the
term " mission" for cases in which
both the subject and the object are
persons or groups (but not things),
and where the purpose of sending
is of some importance . The bishop
sends me to an appointment; my
church sends me as its representative to the local school board
meeting; I send the members of the
congregation into the world with
words of benediction and exhortation .
Continued on p. 28
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God's Mission and Ours
by Thomas Wieser

God's salvation is for all peoples and races.
promote theological reflection among all local churches, annual conferences, and
mission partners.
The following articles are two responses to the concept of partnership in mission
with God. Further reflections will appear in these pages from time to time.
No book in the Bible illustrates
more clearly that mission is first
and foremost God's mission than
the Book of Acts; particularly the
story of the conversion of the
Roman centurion Cornelius (Acts
10-11). The story begins in the
house of Cornelius in Caesarea,
where Cornelius is visited by an
angel during prayer. The scene
shifts to Peter praying on a housetop in Joppa, seeing the heavens
opened and being invited to partake of the food set before him.
Together these two scenes set
the stage for the central focus of the
story: the actual conversion. Both
of these preliminary events are
clearly happening through divine
initiative. God is at work in mission
before human missionaries are
aware and active . Similar visions of
divine initiative are reported in
Acts 2 (the Spirit descending on the
apostles); in Acts 8 (Philip's vision
concerning the Ethiopian royal
minister); in Acts 9 (Paul's vision
on the way to Damascus); and in
Acts 16 (Paul's vision calling him to
Macedonia) . Each of these divine
interventions prepares the ground
for subsequent human missionary
action. Faithful human response
completes what God has already
started to do in the world.
Thu s, the Mis sion Theology
Statement is on good biblical
grounds when it devotes a major
section to the description of " signs
of God' s mission." The missionary

action of the church receives its
mandate from such "preparatory"
acts of God in the world. Mission
begins by discerning the signs of
God' s action and then formulating
a faithful response .
But how do we learn to read the
signs? How do we distinguish
between true and deceptive signs?
There is no doubt that there are
misleading signs. Jesus warned his
disciples-the future missionaries-that attempts will be made
to mislead them (Mt. 24:24) . Thus
missionary training must include
the discernment between clear and
ambiguous signs.
In order to exercise critical judgment regarding the signs of God' s
mission, we need guideposts and
criteria. I propose two such criteria-inclusion and revelationwhich are deeply grounded in the
biblical story and relevant to our
contemporary situation.

Mission As Inclusiveness
More than any other gospel writer,
Luke portrays a divine plan of
salvation that is being enacted in
three stages. First is the promise of
salvation, set forth in the history of
Israel and portrayed in the writings
of the Old Testament. The second
stage, represented in the person of
Jesus of Nazareth, is the fulfillment
of the promise . The third stage (or
at least its initital phase) is the
inclusion of the whole world in the
promise and fulfillment of God' s

plan of salvation.
However, inclusion never takes
place without the struggle to overcome barriers that separate and
exclude people. For example ,
when Peter is commanded in his
vision to "kill and eat" all kinds of
animals, reptiles and birds, he
objects on the grounds that this is
unclean food (Acts 10:12-14). His
objection is rooted in one of the
major traditions of his Jewish heritage . Israel's identity as the chosen
people was based largely on the
distinction between the clean and
the unclean and the notion of
purity. On the religious level, that
distinction ensured Israel's true
worship and service to the Lord.
But over the course of centuries,
particularly following the return
from Babylonian exile, the distinction led increasingly to exclusionary practices on the cultural, intergroup and interpersonal levels.
Thus Peter' s objection receives the
reply, "What God has cleansed,
you must not call common" (Acts
10:15). Whatever usefulness the
purity laws may have had in the
past, they must now give way to
the overriding divine concern for
including others (outsiders) in the
plan of salvation.
Throughout the Book of Acts,
there are numerous examples of
distinctions being challenged and
removed . For Luke, the chief barrier is between the circumcized and
Continued on p. 29
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God can be said to have intentions, purposes, designs or plans,
which God accomplishes through
mighty deeds and merciful acts .
But that does not mean that God
has a mission. God is pure subject-pure agent and pure act at the
same time. God acts in accordance
with God's own intentions; but
God does not send Godself on
missions, nor does God "move in
mission" as the Mission Theology
Statement repeatedly claims .
Moreover, as Creator and Sovereign of the universe, God cannot be
sent by anybody else. God can be
summoned and supplicated in
prayer, but it is erroneous to say
that God is thereby sent or commissioned to do something by the
person who prays.
Within the doctrine of the Trinity, however, the term "mission"
can be properly, even necessarily,
attributed to God. Both the Son
and the Holy Spirit may be said to
have their own "proper missions"
from the Father. The mission of the
Son, for example, is deduced from
Jesus' parable of the wicked husbandman (Mt. 21:33-46; Mk. 12:112; Lk. 20:9-19), and certain formulae in the Pauline (Gal. 4:4;
Rom. 8:3) and Johannine On. 3:17;
17:3,8) writings, where the Father
sends the Son to accomplish the
Father's redemptive purposes. The
mission of the Holy Spirit is taught
implicitly by Luke (Acts 2:1-4) and
quite explicitly by John (14:16-17;
15:26): the Father sends the Holy
Spirit to empower the church for its
mission. Historically, the Eastern
and Western churches have disagreed on whether the Spirit is sent
by the Father alone, or by the Father
and the Son.
The Mission Theology Statement
does affirm that "mission is the
activity of the Triune God ." But
oddly, it does not state explicitly
that the Son and the Spirit are
"sent" by the Father (despite the
fact that this offers the best biblical
warrant for attributing mission to
the Triune God) . By failing to
mention the Father specifically,
and by repeatedly using the term
"God" to refer exclusively to the
First Person of the Trinity, the
Statement creates a strangely ambiguous impression. On the one
hand, it seems to suggest that
Christ and the Spirit are subordinate divine beings . But this is
Arianism. On the other hand, since
Continued on p. 30
[460)
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uncircumcized . Thus Luke reports
that Paul, as chief protagonist for
the admission of the uncircumcized as members of the Christian
community, even had to stand up
against Peter on the issue.
Social barriers and class distinctions also were overcome. Members of the earliest Christian community are said to have had "all
things in common; and they sold
all their possessions and goods and
distributed them to all as any had
need" (Acts 2:44). The distinction
between what is yours and what is
mine still sharply divides most
social structures.
During the first three centuries,
the spread of Christianity was due
largely to its capacity for being
inclusive. In the midst of a world
dominated by hierarchies, secret
cults and arbitrary rule, the Christian community offered a place
where Jews and Greeks, women
and men, slaves and the freed
could be equal members. It was
that feature which led to repeated
persecution by those who depended on dividing people into separate
groups to preserve their power.
Whether it applies to race, sex or
religion, the issue of inclusiveness
is still with us today. God is still at
work seeking to include the whole
of creation into the divine plan of
salvation. The Christian era has
been a history not only of progressive inclusion but also of exclusion.
As some distinctions disappeared,
new distinctions and exclusions
appeared, some in the very name
of the gospel of inclusiveness.
Churches became established, territorial and hierarchic. The modern
missionary movement arose, in
part, precisely as a protest against
some of these new distinctions,
challenging the concept of a split
between a Christian and a nonChristian world. Missionaries recovered the sense of the universality of the Christian message and
went forth, crossing national and
cultural boundaries, to preach the
good news of God's inclusive love
of all people.
But the missionary movement
did not escape entirely the paradox
of setting up distinctions in the
name of the gospel. It reproduced
the same forms of divided Christianity it had left behind. Division
between the churches is a form of
mutual exclusion, discrediting all
churches as bearers of the gospel of
God's inclusive love.

In the story in Acts 10, Peter had
to be· turned around, changed and
converted in order to become an
apostle, fulfilling the missionary
purpose for which God had chosen
him. The recovery of authentic
Christian mission today will depend on the ability of Christian
women and men, and their
churches, to recognize themselves
as part of the problem rather than
as problem-solvers with all the
answers, and to confess their sin of
exclusiveness in order to be liberated for inclusion in God's
design for universal salvation.
This is the challenge represented
by the ecumenical movement.
However justified they may have
appeared at a given time, the
continuing divisions between the
churches are evidence that they
have not learned to be truly inclusive. Division is the sin of the
churches and must be confessed
practically as well as verbally.
Churches must open up to each
other without any conditions. Mission and unity are inextricably
connected.
Unlike the perception of truth in
some other world religions, in the
biblical view truth is obscured,
covered up and perverted; and
therefore it must be uncovered,
straightened out and revealed over
and over again. From Adam and
Eve to the Book of Revelation,
hiding and revealing are the sum
and substance of the biblical story,
reflecting the moments of greatest
glory and greatest shame in human
history. Moreover, hiding and revealing are uniquely at work in the
life, death and resurrection of
Jesus. His coming is hailed as the
final, ultimate revelation, the moment of truth, in which the struggle between the revealing and
obscuring forces has entered its
final (apocalyptic) phase . Although the struggle is not over yet,
still "the light shines in the darkness and the darkness has not
overcome it" (John 1:5). Jesus
brought the good news that as of
now the forces of revelation will be
victorious in the struggle with the
perverting and obscuring forces .
God's mission and the mission of
Christians is part of this struggle.
Thus, in the sections on "Signs"
and "Challenges," the Mission
Theology Statement highlights
major struggles going on in the
world today---contending ideoloContinued on p. 31
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the Statement does seem to affirm
the divinity of the Second and
Third Persons, the omission of any
direct reference to the First Person
almost implies some novel sort of
binitarianism.
Surely neither of these heresies
is intended, yet adequate protection against them is wanting in the
document. From an orthodox trinitarian standpoint, two things
must be held in tension . First, the
proper " missions" of the Son and
the Spirit are indeed activities of
God . But second, the full array of
God' s activities is not restricted to
the saving work of the Son and
Spirit. Not all of what God is and
does is for the benefit of human
beings. This recognition is reflected in the Statement. The doctrine
of creation is clearly distinguished
from the doctrine of salvation, and
while the soteriological passages
heavily predominate, this is perfectly understandable in the context of a theology of mission. The
problem is that even the doctrine of
creation is articulated in a wholly
un-trinitarian, and largely anthropocentric, fashion.
By consistently failing to accord
the Father a proper role in its
doctrine of God, and by so heavily
emphasizing what God does for us,
the Statement unwittingly robs
Christian faith of its sense of the
awful majesty, the dreadful wrath,
the transcendent power and the
"wholly otherness" of God. In its
rush to ground the mission of the
church in the work of God, the
Statement comes perilously close
to asserting that the work of God is
nothing more than the mission of
the church writ very large.
It is true that the church's mission was established and is continually sustained by the activity of
the Triune God . But it is mistaken
to say that the activity of God is a
"mission," unless explicit reference is made to the proper "missi.ons" of the Word and/or the
Spirit from the Father. And it is
mere rhetorical flourish (in no way
warranted by the text of the Great
Commission) to suggest that the
risen Jesus "sends the church into
mission partnership with God."
Scripture consistently testifies to
the infinite qualitative difference
between God and humanity (cf.
Isa. 55:8, 9; Acts 14:8-18). Although the Bible never uses the
term, it may be permissible to say
that we are God's "covenant partners ." But the covenant theology
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In its rush to
ground the m1ss1on
of the church 1n
the work of God,
the Statement
comes perilously
close to asserting
that the work of
God 1s nothing
more than the
m1ss1on of the
church writ large .

of the Bible always presumes the
absolute sovereignty and gracious
initiative of the divine partner, as
well as the expected fealty, obedience and dependency of the
human partner. It is simply mistaken to say that "God assumed the
risk and the conditions of partnership in mission with humanity," as
the Mission Theology Statement
does. For God is in no way conditioned by promising to be faithful
to us, much less by legislating how
we are to be faithful in return. It is
precisely by making these promises and laws that God reveals who
God truly is. If in establishing the
covenant, God is in any respect
changed, the covenant is not an act
of authentic revelation nor is God
worthy of our trust and obedience.
God's promise of loving fidelity to
the covenant people is inseparable
from (and is itself an affirmation of)
God' s sovereignty over them.
A proper understanding of the
covenant relationship protects us
from the anthropocentric notions
that we children can determine all
by ourselves-what our "good" is
(since we are blinded by sin)--0r
that our" good" is the sole object of
God's will (since God has the
whole of creation to govern, not
just the planet Earth) . God has the
holiness of God' s name to protect,
not just the welfare of humanity . It
is true to say that human beings are
God' s " covenant partners" only so
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long as the term " partner" is
carefully qualified by the Scriptural
meaning of the term "covenant."
When we begin to import the
egalitarian and democratic assumptions of our culture, we tend
to view "covenant" as a partnership between equals. This is not
what the Biblical covenant is.
Nowhere in Scripture are people
said to be partners with God or
Jesus Christ, and nowhere is the
covenant between God and Israel
or the church said to be a partnership. Rather the terms koinonos and
koinonia (translated in the RSV as
"partner" and "partnership" respectively) refer to people who
share various activities in common,
such as fishing, evangelizing,
almsgiving, martyrdom, worship
and theft. This does not forbid us
from thinking of ourselves as
God's "covenant partners," but it
should at least caution us against
doing so in a way which would
violate the biblical understanding
of the divine-human relationship.
The notion of partnership must be
carefully qualified; and our morality and sinfulness make it absolutely impossible to consider ourselves
as God's equals.
It is not that we are "partners in
mission with God." Rather it is that
God's governance of the universe
includes (but is not limited to) the
redemption of humanity. God effects this redemption, in part, by
commissioning the church. This
distinction is important because it
keeps us in our place, or rather
sends us to our place-to the world
of crying need. We must remember
that, strictly speaking, God does
not need us. But God uses us . That is
the grace and glory of it. God uses
us for work which is pregnant with
responsibility, fraught with challenge and rich in blessing, as the
Mission Theology Statement elegantly shows. But it is work which
can only be carried out in the
proper Christian spirit of humble
self-a bnega ti on and zestful
thanksgiving if we keep clearly in
mind Who does the sending and
who are sent.
o
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The Rev . Richard B. Steele is the
co-pastor of Trinity-Pilgrim United
Methodist Church in Brookfield, Wisconsin and a doctoral candidate in and
instructor of systematic theology and
ethics at Marquette University.
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gies, the threat of nuclear war, the
fight against hunger, disease and
political repression, the clashes
over national borders and racial
exclusion. It is the task of mission
to reveal the struggle between the
opposing forces and to reveal the
truth about God and the world.
However, Christian mission is
prone to two problems or pitfalls in
using revelation as a criterion for
evaluating missionary action. The
first problem arises from a failure to
understand that the truth to be
revealed always has two sides: the
truth about God' s love, justice and
peace and the efforts to obscure
and pervert that truth. Too often in
Christian thought, the darker side
of revealed truth is dealt with
under the rubric of sin; that is, not
as something that needs to be
revealed but rather as something
that can be recognized like any
natural phenomenon. But this is an
illusion. The essence of " original"
sin is not doing something that is
obviously bad but rather denying
and covering up its reprehensible
character. In Genesis 3, the perversion of truth is revealed in the
attempt to assign blame to someone else for one's own action. Once
such a cover-up is exposed, the
logical consequence is to cover up
the cover-up ad infinitum.
Thus it is not so much the
obvious injustice in the world
today that needs to be challenged
by Christian mission but rather the
hidden injustice; not the obvious
selfishness displayed by children
when they grab things from each
other but the hidden selfishness of
rich nations or classes grabbing the
resources of the poor and the weak
and covering it up with slogans,
excuses and justifications like " free
enterprise" or "market economy."
Seen from this perspective, the
western part of the world has been
the scene not only of the revelation
of the true God in Jesus Christ but
also of the greatest perversion,
hiding, denying and distorting this
very same revelation, and doing so
in the name of the gospel. No
wonder many who might have
been converted to the truth about
God in Christ have turned away in
disgust and protest, accusing
Christians of denying in practice
the very truth they were preaching.
Mission in our age is possible
only if it is carried out in full
consciousness of this history of
dual revelation. The revelation of

God in Jesus Christ has become
inseparable from the history of
denials and perversions of God.
Talking about God, Jesus, the Bible
and so on apart from this history is
an abstraction and one more examplt! of the innumerable dissimulations and crazy contradictions of
claiming to reveal the truth while
actually hiding it.
The second problem is the missionary temptation of wanting to
so possess the truth as to be able to
dispense it to the rest of the
presumably ignorant world . Faced
with fresh implications of the revealed truth, Peter reasserted the
truth as he knew and possessed it
(Acts 10:14). He believed that truth
was on his side and that it was his
missionary duty to propagate and
defend it. This model of a missionary lingers among both advocates
and opponents of mission today,
and it needs to be challenged as
Peter was challenged by the vision
on the housetop in Joppa .
The truth which concerns Christian faith cannot be packaged,
shipped off and dispensed like
some kind of merchandise . It can
only be confessed. In Christian
tradition, confession is twofold:
confession of sin and confession of
faith. The two aspects of confession conform to the two sides of
truth revealed in Christian mission: the truth about God and the
truth about the forces opposing
God. But confession of sin is
functionally absent from missionary proclamation. Traditional belief holds that such a confession
must come not from the bearers but
from the receivers of the message,
as a sign of their conversion.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer concluded
an analysis of the historical development of western Christendom
with the following definition of the
mission of the church:
"The church is that community
of human beings which is gripped
by the grace of Christ so that,
recognizing as guilt towards Christ
both its own sin and the apostasy
of the western world from Jesus
Christ, it confesses this guilt and
accepts the burden of it .... With
this confession the entire guilt of
the world falls upon the church,
upon Christians, and since the
guilt is not denied here, and is
confessed, there arises the possibility·of forgiveness . In a way which is
totally incomprehensible to the
moralist there is no seeking of the
actual guilty party .. . for now it is

not a matter of apportioning blame
but I must acknowledge that my
sin is to blame for all." (Ethics,
Macmillan, 1967, p . 111£.)
Thus, Bonhoeffer makes the confession of guilt the cornerstone for
Christian mission . Through such
confession, sin is revealed and
hence robbed of its destructive and
obstructive power. As long as guilt
is not confessed as one's own, the
powers of denial and dissimulation
of God's true love, justice and
peace will continue to dominate
our societies. These powers derive
their strength from denial, from
the confusion that arises from
accusations and counter-accusations, from the endless attempts in
politics, religion, personal and corporate life to be in the right and to
put the rest of the world in the
wrong. Only when that destructive
mechanism is stopped is there a
possibility for other forces to come
into play: the forces of forgiveness,
love and peace.
Inclusiveness and revelation are
reliable criteria for discerning the
signs of God' s mission because
they are intimately connected .
Every true act of inclusiveness has
revelatory power, showing forth
true love, justice and peace as well
as the barriers and exclusions that
still dominate much of human
social relations . God's mission will
reach its final destination when the
exclusionary forces will have been
eliminated, when everything will
ha v e been full y revealed and
therefore everyone will have been
included in the one household of
God, the one oikumene.
To that end the church is called
to labor in mission partnership
with God.
o
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The " East/West" configuration
means only one thing to most
American Christians: the US/USSR
nuclear, political, ideological confrontation . Yet there is another
dimension to the East/West relationship, one with a history nearly
as old as Christianity and with
profound theological implications
for the future of Christianity.
Christian history, theology, and
worship are made up of a " Christian West" and a "Christian East."
The Christian West is rooted in the
Latin Christianity of Rome, and is
found today in Roman Catholicism
and Protestantism. The Christian
East, rooted in the Greek-speaking
Christianity of the apostolic and
patristic eras, is found in the
Orthodox churches. For approximately one thousand years the
Christian West and East were two
halves of one Christian community
of faith, the two "lungs" of the one
Christian organism, and for about
as long, the two have been estranged from one another, living in
different Christian worlds.
American Christianity, while
profoundly pluralistic, nonetheless overwhelmingly represents
the Western Christianity of Roman
Catholicism and Protestantism.
Soviet Christianity, while including significant minorities of
Roman Catholics and Protestants,
is overwhelmingly Orthodox.
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Father Leonid Kishkovsky is the secretary fo r Ecumenical and External
Affairs of the Orthodox Church in
America. He is also editor of the OCA's
monthly newspaper, The Orthodox
Church.
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Thus the American Christian of
Western Christian tradition, in
meeting the Soviet Russian Orthodox Christian, enters an encounter
not simply with "another denomination," but rather with a living
representative of the "other half'
of the once-united Christian tradition.
If this encounter of the Christian
West with the Christian East is to
bear fruit, it is important to enter it
with an appreciation of the meaning of tradition in contemporary
Christian experience in the United
States and in the Soviet Union.
The American religious climate
favors change, new experiences,
new truths, liberation from enslavement to the past. Since tradition is seen as the weight of the
dead past on the living present, it is
experienced as a burden which
slows down the progress of God's
people in their pilgrimage.
In the Russian Orthodox view,
rooted as it is in Eastern Christian
theology and worship and in the
Russian and Soviet historical experience, tradition is the living continuity of the past, present, and
future. It is the way in which the
communion of saints not only
manifests but lives its unity in
faith, hope and love. Thus, tradition is a liberation from enslavement to prejudice, whether theological or political, since it is a free
adherence to "the faith which was
once for all delivered to the saints"
(Jude 3).
This view of tradition does not
presuppose the preservation of the
past for the sake of its antiquity.
After all, there is much in the past
which is false . What is presupposed, rather, is the passing on of
the authentic Christian faith in its
fullness; the living continuity in
time and space of the one, holy,
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catholic, and apostolic church.
An American Lutheran theologian, Jaroslav Pelikan, gives an
important and critical insight into
the meaning of tradition when he
writes that " tradition is the living
faith of the dead; traditionalism is
the dead faith of the living."
Indeed, reverence for tradition
among Christians, both Eastern
and Western, has sometimes been
a theological camouflage for traditionalism. It cannot be overemphasized that authentic tradition is
the continuity of living faith from
one generation of Christians to
another, uniting them in the communion of saints. In this regard,
the formula identifying tradition as
the "living faith of the dead" is an
inadequate one. It makes it appear
that the dead are finished and
done, no longer members of the
communion of saints in a personal
way, and only their faith lives.
The words of Jesus Christ to
Martha, the sister of Lazarus, point
us in a different direction entirely.
"I am the resurrection and the life;
he who believes in me, though he
die, yet shall he live, and whoever
lives and believes in me shall never
die" Gohn 11: 25-26). When this
perspective is adopted, we discover that holy tradition (as the Eastern Orthodox call it) unites us with
those who went before us, and not
simply with their faith alone. By
sharing the faith of Mary, the
Mother of Jesus, John the Baptist,
Peter and Paul and the other
apostles, and the entire " cloud of
witnesses," we form one living
community with them. In this
community we find, as living
members, those who waited for the
corning of Christ, those who witnessed Christ's life, death, and
resurrection and those who share
their faith.
The Christian faith, understood
as the faith of a living community,
is expressed in Christian worship,
doctrine, and life (as Geoffrey
Wainwright, the Methodist theologian, might put it); it is articulated
in what Christians believe, teach,
and confess through the ages (as
Jaroslav Pelikan might put it) . All
of this is held together, made
whole and organic and alive, by
what Eastern Orthodox theolgoy
calls holy tradition, or the living
Christian memory.
To get a sense of the dynamic
and biblical way in which tradition
is understood in the Eastern Orthodox Church, let us take the narra-

tive of Christ' s birth in St. Luke's
Gospel, where, at the end of the
Bethlehem story, we are told that
"Mary kept all these things, pondering them in her heart" (Luke
2:19) . Orthodox theology regards
Mary as on!:! of the original ,
unique , and living sources of
Christian memory, of the holy
tradition. This has nothing to do
with tradition as the " dead
weight" of the past. We have here,
rath.e r, living theology, living
memory, living tradition.
In today's Christian context,
Eastern Orthodox testimon y
serves as a reminder that Christian
memory is continuous and uninterrupted. To be authentic, Christian faith today must embrace
harmoniously what was essential
to Christian worship, doctrine, and
life through the ages; to have
integrity, Christian faith today
must encompass what Christians
have believed, taught, and con-

For approximately
one thousand yea rs
the Christian West
and East were two
halves of one
Christian
community of faith .
fessed through the ages . It is
faithfulness to the living tradition
that will equip Christians of the
East and West to meet the new
demands of the present day and
hour with integrity and creativity.
The unique contribution of Eastern Christian witness to worldwide
Christianity today is the high degree of correlation it shows between "high theology" and "popular religion." In the Eastern experience, what the Church teaches is
fully reflected in worship and in
Christian life. And when there is a
breakdown in this correlation at
any point, both high theology and
popular religion understand it to
be the Christian vocation to seek to
ovecome this breakdown by reference to the living memory, the
living tradition of the Church.
What are Christian prbrities
today? Christian unity? Service to a

suffering humanity through authentic Christia n m inistry? To
preach the good news of the
kingdom? Surely these are essentials of the Christian witness ,
whether in a pluralistic America or
a totalitarian Soviet Union.
In seeking ways to make this
witness credible, the Christian East
and the Christian West can discover that they share not only the
essentials of the Christian faitl:i
(" mere Christianity," as C.S .
Lewis called it), but much else
besides. The ecumenical and theological and spiritual journey of
today' s Christians can lead to a
rediscovery by the Christian West
and East of their common sources,
common memory, and common
Christian tradition.
Such works as Geoffrey Wainwrights' s Doxology: The Praise of God
in Worsh ip, Doctrine, and Life, by
exploring the rich and living connections between worship and theology in the Christian experience
(both in East and West and
throughout Christian history) help
us to unite " high theology" w_ith
"popular religion" and to rediscover Christian memory in its
integrity. There are discoveries to
be made by Eastern and Western
Christians alike . An Orthodox
reader, for example, is struck by
the orthodoxy and catholicity of
the Wesleyan religious insight as
expressed powerfully in the hymns
of Charles Wesley. A Roman Catholic or Protestant might be startled
by the unexpectedly evangelical
and catholic nature of Eastern
Orthodox doctrine and worship.
Perhaps the challenges and dangers of the Soviet-American encounter will compel an authentic
dialogue between the Christian
West and the Christian East. The
opportunity for this is great, especially for American Christians ,
who can freely use the ecumenical
resources provided by the pluralistic American religious scene to
engage in a continuous East/West
theological dialogue . For this to be
accomplished, we must learn to
think less " denominationally" and
more "theologically. " Then we will
see the Protestant-Roman Catholic-Orthodox Christian spectrum
of American religious life not primarily as a " denominational"
spectrum, but rather as a potentially living encounter of the Christian West and the Christian East in
the context of Christian witness
and mission in America .
o
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World
Christians
meet at

The Overseas Ministries Study
Center is now located in New
Haven, Connecticut. Join us for a
week, a term, or a year of furlough
or study leave and find renewal for
world mission.
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Ors. John M. Perkins (foreground) and Roger S. Greenway will lead OMSC
seminar on urban mission, April 25-29. ·
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First Senior
Mission Scholar
in ResidenceDr. Andrew F. Walls,
Director of the
Centre for the
Study of
Christianity in
the Non-Western
World, Edinburgh.
Professor Walls will
lecture and offer
tutorial assistance.

APRIL 18-22

Base Christian Communities: A Workshop
in Mission Dynamics.• Rev. Jose Marins,
Sr. Carolee Chanona, and Sr. Teolide Trevisan,
BCC specialists in Latin America.

Spirituality for International Mission.• Sr.
Maria F. Rieckelman, M.M., M.D., and Rev.
Thomas W. Clarke, SJ. Co-sponsored by
Maryknoll Mission Institute, at Maryknoll,

JANUARY 25-29
The Gospel is Not for Sale: My Journey in
World Evangelism.• Rev. Raymond Fung ,
Secretary for Evangelism , WCC Commission
on World Mission and Evangelism.

FEBRUARY 8-11
When Christians Meet Other Faiths:
Case Studies in Mission.• Dr. Alan Neely,
Southeastern Baptist Seminary. Co-sponsored
by Princeton Seminary Center of Continuing
Education, at Princeton. (Ends Thursday noon.)

..
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MARCH 8-11
Mission under Authoritarian Governments.
Dr. James M. Phillips, Associate Director,
OMSC .
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JANUARY 18-22, 1988

MARCH 14-18

I

Raymond Fung
Jan. 25-29

Ted Ward
April 4-8

Conversion Ancient and Modern: Lessons
in Mission and Evangelism.• Dr. Andrew F.
Walls, Centre for the Study of Christianity in
the Non-Western World , Edinburgh , Scotland.

MARCH 22-25
Toward Century 21 in Mission. Dr. Gerald H.
Anderson , Director, OMSC .

APRIL 4-8
Education for Third World Church Leaders:
Reconciling Conflicting Models.• Dr. Ted
Ward, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School.
Co-sponsored by Christian and Missionary
Alliance, Christian Reformed World Ministries,
OMS lnt'I, SIM lnt'I, and World Concern .
Maria F. Riecke/man
April 18- 22

APRIL 11-15
Community-Based Primary Health Care:
A Workshop for Cross-Cultural Workers.•
Ors. Jean and James Morehead, International
Child Care and Tufts University School of
Medicine, Mr. Eldon Stoltzfus, Mennonite
Central Committee , Haiti , and Dr. Duane
Elmer, Wheaton College. Co-sponsored by
American Leprosy Missions, MAP lnt'I ,
Mennonite Central Committee, SIM lnt'I, World
Concern , and World Relief Corporation .

s

New York.

APRIL 25-29
The Gospel and the International Urban
Challenge.• Dr. Roger S. Greenway, Christian
Reformed World Ministries, and Dr. John M.
Perkins, John M. Perkins Foundation for
Reconciliation and Development. Co-sponsored
by Latin America Mission, Mission to the
World , Southern Baptist FMB , Worldteam lnt'I,
and World Vision .
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MAY 2-6
History's Lessons for Today's Mission.•
Dr. William Richey Hogg, Perkins School of
Theology, Southern Methodist Univ.

e
c

•NOTE: Intensive seminars, $50.00; all other courses,
mornings only, $35.00.
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OVERSEAS MINISTRIES
STUDY CENTER
Gerald H. Anderson, Director
490 Prospect Avenue
New Haven , CT 06511-2196
Dear Friends: Please send me
0 Application for residence
0 Information on the following seminar(s)/
course(s):

Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Publishers of International Bulletin of
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Our Mission in AIDS
by Charles E. Cole

"Last November a single woman in
our church came to me. She was
pregnant and wondering about a
lot of things-just getting her life
together, being clean of cfrugs and
alcohol and so on. She was diagnosed as an ARC (AIDS-related
complex) patient.
"That experience showed me the
discrepancies and the wide divergence of understanding of this
condition in the medical field .
Workin~ with her as an advocate of
what this meant for her, how she
could make some tough decisions
she had to make quickly about the
baby, I kept getting different understandings of what she had,
even of whether she had ARC and
what the baby's possibilities were
of being born with AIDS. I decided
I needed to know more about AIDS
personally."
The speaker was the Rev. Duane
Wilkerson, pastor of Calvary United Methodist Church, San Francisco. His experience led him and his
congregation into a study of sexuality, the Social Principles of The
United Methodist Church, and of
the congregation's ministry. One
decision was made at a charge
conference. The first priority of the
congregation, the conference stated, was to be in ministry with and
to persons with AIDS (acquired
immune deficiency syndrome).
This decision led to the formation of a task force on prevention/
education as part of a ministry of
presence. The task force sponsored
Sunday evening forums for religious ~oups working with persons with AIDS . Early this year the
task force became adopted by San
Francisco United Methodists in
Mission (SUMM), a council representing United Method.ist
churches . The task force no w
meets monthly and does education
and training with congregations.

with persons with AIDS. Two
ersons from our congregation anq
have participated in the SUMM
task force and their training. Th~n
the church voted in April to make
the next six months a time of AIDS
education and awareness. They
want to begin With a series of
speakers and talk about it in church
and out of church."
These two examples suggest
some ways that congregations are
becoming aware of how they can
be in ministry with persons with
AIDS. C~lvary, Bethany, and other
con~ega tions are carrying on this
ministry in several ways:
Education: Getting the facts
about AIDS is not always easy.
AIDS is new. The medical community does not always agree about it.
Various treatments are being proposed. Yet there are some helpful
resources (including the Report of
the U.S. Surgeon General, available from the Service Center}, and
reliable information can help dispel
some of the fears about AIDS and
ARC and give people an accurate
understanding of what we know at
this stage.
Some of the educational efforts
of the churches deal with underlying issues, such as the nature of
sexuality, the grief process, and the
ministry of the church.
Healing: Some congregations
have healing ministries for persons
with AIDS. As Ms. Smith put it,
"Jesus spent more time healing the
sick than an ything else. " Sh e
thinks of ministry in AIDS as one of
healing, not as a cure necessarily,
but in the sense that all work with
the sick and dying is healing.
One church that has AIDS healing services is the Metropolitan
Community Church in San Francisco. According to the Rev. James

(The ARC mother had her baby,
incidentally, has so far been declared free of AIDS.)
Now hear another clergyperson,
the Rev. Kim Smith, pastor of
Bethany United Methodist Church
in San Francisco.
"On the second Sunday of my
pastorate at Bethany, a man came
to worship and seemed very troubled. He returned the next Sunday.
I talked to him afterwards, and he
said, 'My lover was diagnosed with
AIDS last week. I wonder if you
could visit his mother, who is
staying with him from the South' .
The troubled young man was
raised a Methodist. When he came
'out of the closet', he was rejected
by the church. But that connection
brought him to our service 15 years
later. Plus his lover's mother was a
church-going woman, and .she
wanted to see a pastor.
I went to the mother at the
hospital. I didn' t meet her son, the
person with AIDS, for several
weeks. I spent close to six months
with the mother, whom I dearly
loved, until the death of her son.
And that was how I was introduced to AIDS ."
Ms. Smith said that although she
had several years of experience in
working with the dying, "I was not
prepared to deal with people with a
zero recovery rate." She has since
ministered to nine persons who
died from AIDS-related illnesses.
She went on: "The congregation
began to become aware of AIDS
because the family members of
persons with AIDS were coming to
church. We began to talk about
AIDS in the congregation early this
year, and in March at a church
retreat in a really wonderful process of envisioning and planning,
we proposed three priorities for
program planning in the next two
years, one of which was ministry

Congregations across the
country can let it be known to
all those in their midst that
they love persons whatever
their condition .
Mitulski, the pastor, the service is
held with the laying on of hands.
The touch, he said, is a sign of
God's healing presence: "I really
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believe in the healing power of
Jesus Christ."
Evangelizing: Attendance at
both Bethany United Methodist
Church and at the Metropolitan
Community Church is growing.
"AIDS is bringin~ people back to
church," Ms. Snuth said. " I came
into the Christian faith throu~h an
ex~rience of for 'veness,' she
said . " Sharing tn at love with
others is what ministry is all
about. "
These reports come from San
Francisco, a city that has the second highest number of cases with
AIDS in the U.S. What about those
of us who live elsewhere? We may
not have large numbers of persons
with AIDS. Does that mean we
have no share in AIDS ministries?
The people in San Francisco,
New York, and other cities who
have AIDS come from all over the
country . They come from the
South and the Midwest, from little
towns and rural areas, from religious and secular families. And

very often they, or their lovers,
coneract AIDS . When they do, they
may not be as blessed as the
mother whom Kim Smith came to
know and love.
Families whose kin contract
AIDS or ARC make different responses. Sad to say, one of those
responses is to reject the person
with AIDS . According to the people whom I interviewed, families
sometimes learn for the first time
that their loved one is homo exual
when they learn he or she is dying
of AIDS. In their shock, they
sometimes refuse to acknowledge
the person is homosexual, and
refuse as well to acknowledge he or
she has AIDS or ARC.
Those in congregations across
the country can [et it be known to
all those in their midst that they
love persons whatever their condition. Those who have difficulty
accepting homosexuality as part of
Christian faith do not have to
violate their convictions to make
this affirmation. All United Methodists believe in God' s lo e and
grace, and we believe that our
communities of faith should reflect

that love and grace . Thus we can
minister not only to those with
AIDS and ARC, but to their par nt
and brothers and sisters and
friends who must share what is
often a condition with a stigma.
Congregations can do more .
They can study what the gift of
sexuality means . They can ad ocate for more funds for re earch.
They can make their building
available to those with a ministry to
persons with AIDS.
Three general program agence
of The United Methodist Church
are planning a consultation on
AIDS ministries in Millbrae, California , ovember 12-15, 19 7.
Perhaps out of that event, in which
some 400 people from aero s the
church will participate, The United
Method ist Church will receive
some further proposals for tlus
important ministry.
One minister said of his participation in AIDS ministry: "The
Scriptures have become powerful.
I can hardly read them without
crying."
Was it for this that we read in the
Gospel of John, "Jesus Wept'' ? o

The United Methodist Church
serzing people
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not institutions

through
the World Service Fund
Ministry 'Wilh and by nearly 10 million
United Methodists around the world.
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Books
THE DIFFERENT DRUM: COMMUNITY MAKING AND PEACE
Scott M . Peck , M .D.
Simon & Schuster, 1987, 288 pp.,
$16.95
As his first book, The R oad Less
Traveled, described the processes of
individual spiritual growth, so Scot t
Peck's newest offering, The Different Drum: Community Making and
P eace , describes t he proce sses
through which groups of people
grow into genuine communities. As
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross's study of
death and dying ident ifies certain
familiar , painful realities as necessary stages toward acceptance of
one's own death, so Peck's study of
community making identifies painful
and difficult group processes as essential stages in the growth of genuine community. An understanding
of these stages can help groups endure inevitable growing pains, give
them direction, and increase their
willingness to work through difficult
phases of life together.
Peck outlines his stages of community as a four-step process, beginning with pseudocommunity, then

chaos, followed by emptiness, and
finally, genuine community. Pseudocommunity, for Peck, is the process by which a group maintains the
illusion of community by avoiding
conflict and denying individual differences . A concern for "niceness"
overrides trut hfulness. Platitudes
abound. Persons either reveal little
of depth, or reveal themselves too
facilely , and by such "instant intimacy," avoid the difficult work of
bridging individual differences .
Pseudocommunity is a pretense for
community that leaves its members
hungry for honest, loving relationships.
When someone dares to speak
honestly in the midst of pseudocommunity, the group may move into
the second stage of community making: chaos. Chaos, Peck explains ,
arises when individual differences
surface; and well-intentioned, but
misguided people try to pull the "different one" back into conformity.
Rather than hear and accept the
other's position as potentially valid
(and face the possibility that their
own b eliefs will be t hrown into
question) persons will try to convert

WEARE PROUD
TO INTRODUCE A
NEW SERIES OF
LIMITED PRINTS BY
FERNANDO MEDINA
This is your opportunity to own a fine
quality reprod uction of an oil painting by
California's own religious painter. These
are fine lithographic prints with extraordinary bright color and sensitive form .
They have been reproduced on heavy
stock. Size i 17 x 22 inches. The price is
only Sl9.95, send for your print now!
PLEASE SEND ME A PRINT OF
"THE PATH OF SALVATION"
FOR ONLY $19.95.
A PAINTING BY FERNANDO MEDINA
AM E ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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HA HO E, P.O. BOX 14224-N
SAN DIEGO, A 92114
Expec1 3 to 6 weeks delivery

those who differ from them. The
more intense the efforts to convert
another, the more likely it is that the
other will attempt a counter-conversion. Chaos ensues.
The only way out of chaos is the
way of emptiness, the letting go of
presumptions and biases that block
genuine communication and inhibit
the ability to grow and to learn.
Emptiness requires the softening of
a person and ideological boundaries
to become aware of reality on a
larger scale and to become open to
muitiple perspectives. As persons
become empty., communication
flows more freely , and defensiveness gives way to genuine community.
Peck describes groups that developed through the four st ages into
communities (with some regressions
to former stages along the way).
They provide helpful examples for
groups seeking to encourage spiritual growth and community among
their members. Church groups can
benefit through these stories by discovering that chaos may be less of a
failure of Christian charity than a
necessary stage of growth toward

THE PATH OF SALVATION
The steps and ways God has provided for us
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Called to Unity ...
Sent in Mission!

"That they may all be one;.. .
that the world may believe...."
-John 17:21, RSV

God calls the church to be
one; but who will believe its
message of one faith when
God's people are so divided?
The church is commissioned to
share the good news of the gospel so that the world will
believe that Christ is the revelation of God.
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Through the Interdenominational Cooperation Fund.
United Methodists express
visible unity in faith, worship
and common life in Christ. We
participate in the·witness and
mission of the World Council
of Churches, the National Council of the Churches of Christ
in the U.S.A., and the Consultation on Church Union.
For more information, contact the General Commission
on Christian Unity and
Interreligious Concerns, 475
Riverside Drive, Room 1300,
New York, NY 10115.
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In community, honesty is valued, and members of genuine communities become adept af
discerning the truth behind public statements.
deeper Christian community.
Churches and Annual Conferences
might well replace standard "rules of
order'' (that seek to organize chaos
into adversarial debate and majority
rule) with the practice of consensual
decision making common to Peck's
communities. Consensus provides a
model by which the church may
grow deeper in its appreciation of
complex issues (beyond simple pros
and cons), and become genuinely inclusive of minority perspectives.
The groups of which Peck writes
are small, microscopic in proportion
to the global sum of individuals; and
yet he believes that the dynamics of
effective, global peacemaking may
be similar to community making by
small groups. His recognition of the
chaos prevailing in international relations leads him to suggest that the
next stage of diplomacy begin with a
policy of emptiness by which nations
might approach each other. Emptiness, on an international scale,
would involve respectful and serious
study of each other's nations, peoples, and cultures; and would require vulnerability and honesty.
With reference to the nuclear arms
race, emptiness would involve an
intentional willingness to endure economic depression if that were necessary to rebuilding a healthy economy independent of the arms industry. While this perspective contains
some appealing truths, it is unlikely
that persons who deny the probability of nuclear war and its unimaginable devastation would willingly face
the pains of an economic depression
they can more easily imagine.
Wisely, Peck encourages people
to start small in building communities. Not only do small groups become communities more easily than
do nation-states, but within the
small community, persons and
groups gain skills that may be effective in transforming larger g?"OUps
into genuine communities. In community , honesty is valued, and members of genuine communities become
adept at discerning the truth behind
public statements. As all are leaders
in community, all learn to give more
effective leadership in larger
groups. Community members also
provide helpful emotional support
and reality testing for each other.
Peck emphasizes the qualities of
inclusiveness, commitment, and
consensus as essential to genuine
community, and thoughtfully explores the relationships between
pluralism and community. Especially insightful are his many passages
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articulating how and why persons
avoid the processes of community
making, and suggests exercises that
can break through such resistance.
S USAN TRUMBETIA
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The Rev. Susan Trumbetta serves as pastor
of Grace United Methodist Church in
Dover, New Jersey, and recently authored
worship resources for the National Council
of Churches' Human Rights Day.
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THE GOD OF SARAH, REBEKAH
AND RACHEL
Barbara Keener Shenk
Herald Press, 130pp. , $19 .95
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Who reads sonnets anymore? For
that matter, how many people read
poetry of any kind? But The God of
Sarah, Rebekah and Rachel, a collection of
more than 90 sonnets about biblical
women written by Barbara Keener
Shenk, is a resource for many years of
pleasure. While interpreting women of
the Bible, these English and Shakespearean sonnets are often hilarious,
and sometimes gothic, in solemnity.
Although they are often strangers to
us in everything but name, women like
Leah (Genesis 29, 30), reveal biblical
stories from their own perspectives. In
the following lines, Rachel's anguish
that she was not Jacob's first love is felt:
I would give anything I have in life
To be my husband Jacob's only
wife.
This collection of sonnets is a stimulus to seeing ancient biblical stories
through new eyes as in the fourth
sonnet where Cain's wife laments:
The one who kills retains his right
to life
While passing 'living death' unto
his wife.
These lines based on Genesis 4:1016, depict the anguish of women
whose men were violent.
The first four sonnets evoke an
appreciation of Genesis as a community liturgy celebrating unlimited gifts
from God. They also point a naked
finger of judgment at human squandering of the gifts of Eden.
Shenk has not allowed us to forget
the role of nameless women who are
neither beautiful nor high born. The
"willing wench," who risked her life to
inform David about the plans of Absolom, is given a chance to voice her view
of the way things go in her world. After
she has saved the day, she says of
herself:
Nobility, when measured by the
deed,

un
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Is not confined to those of noble
seed.
This is in the tradition of Luke's
narrative of Jesus' birth in a humble
manger. The anti-royalist sentiment of
the Bible is often buried beneath the
glamor of kings and high priests. The
author gives the " willing wench" her
notch in history.
Ten royal but nameless concubines
(2 Samuel 15:16; 16:20--22; 20:23) are
confined, through no fault of their
own, to live as widows, locked behind
doors for life . They lament:
But we, as chattel women, spend
our days
In ward, while flocks and herds go
out to graze .
This stanza epitomizes all the
women of history who have been
treated worse than horses and cattle.
The Bible tells us about women as
ruthless and murderous as any man
could be. Queen Athaliah slaughtered
the royal family to secure her throne in
Judah. However, she missed the infant
Joash on her rampage. He was hidden
until he was old enough to be crowned
king. In the following lines, Queen
Athaliah calls it treason:
How after years of reigning as a
queen
Could I hear shoutings of 'God
save the king'?
What does that childlike apparition mean,
And who has engineered this
dreadful thing?

It's treason! Treason! Loyalty's at
stake.
Have mercy on me, please, for
Baal's sake.
There is an essential exposure of
pagan piety in Athaliah's appeal " for
Baal's sake ." It illuminates a queen
whose ruthless control of her opposition was, after all, in the name of a god.
She had meant well, all in the name of
her religion!
These sonnets about women of the
Bible are compelling in their unspoken
questions about the meaning of human
existence. What does our existence
mean to God if in our Eden we
inevitably encounter genuine evil
when and where we least expect it?
The last sonnet, titled "The Cloud of
Witnesses," is not about any particular
woman. Rather, it is about all women;
possibly about all people whether male
or female . It seems to be the kind of
summary perception of all life after a
freshened view of biblical women who
are, in a dramatic way, revealers of our
existential plight. I will quote only the
first two and last two lines.
Our sorrow weeps in all the
willow trees
And is distilled in every drizzling
rain
..... But questionings of life are
in the past
Now that we know we are known
at last.
Sonnets are only half brought to life

by silent reading. They must be heard
aloud to get their full meaning. Auditory experience has its own genius.
The feel of rythm, the sound of words,
the sudden turns of meaning are more
for the ear than for the eye.
This collection, coupled with carbon
dust and carbon pencil illustrations by
Sibly Graber Gerig and biblical text
printed in rich brown ink, has an
additional advantage of making one
want to read the Bible.

J. EowARD CAROTHERS

Dr. J. Edward Carothers is a United
Methodist minister and has authored
and contributed to seven books and over
200 magazine articles for youth and
adults.
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•Orders filled for 25
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For our Church to grow, we
must look back to our
Wesleyan roots.

FREE! New Choir
Robe Style Catalog.
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Mail coupon today.

George Hunter III, the renowned Dean of Asbury Theological Seminary's
E. Stanley /ones School of World Mission , tells how a careful look at our
past will provide assurance for the future.
To Spread the Power: Church Growth in the Wesleyan Spirit, by George G.
Hunter III; foreword by Richard B. Wilke . Many people have offered
suggestions to help get The United Methodist
Church growing again. But George Hunter has
10SPNIAQ1HE
sifted through them all and reveals here the
ones that really work : six proven
"mega-strategies" that can bring new members
;::::::::::::::: into the denomination. Refreshing and
:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; provocative, this book will help stimulate your
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:;:;:;:;:;:::::; thinking and clear the way for decisive,
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positive action. Abingdon.
AOI-422590. Paper, $9.95
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QUESTION: What are the qualifications
for a missionary?
ANSWER: Our Mission Personnel
office specifies different requirements
for various mission service programs.
For example, physical and health requirements would be quite different
for persons going to the high altitudes
of Bolivia than for those going to the
plains of Kansas .
In selecting persons, consideration is
given to five areas of competence:
(1) Christian experience, involvement and understanding of mission
(2) Intercultural, ethnic and racial
experience and understanding
(3) Personal relationships, interpersonal and leadership development
skills
(4) Professional competence and
educational preparation
(5) Physical and emotional health
All of these qualifications are considered by the staff and committees when
selecting missionary candidates. To
learn more about becoming a missionary, you can write to the Mission
Personnel Resources Program Department, Room 1470, 475 Riverside Drive,
New York, NY 10115; or call toll free
800/654-5929.
We are interested in raising money for a
church building and need outside help. We
understand the General Board of Global
Ministries has people who are competent
and qualified to do this . How do we secure
their help?
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The Finance and Field Service staff of
the National Program Division consists
of more than 20 persons who work full
time with local churches, districts and
annual conferences on fund drives for
a variety of causes. They raised over
$63 million last year.
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blatantly atheistic except during
the Cultural Revolution. Freedom
of religious belief had been promised in even the original, more
restricted Constitution. But the
principal answer is much simpler:
"New converts are brought to
Christ by other Christians. Faithful, honest performance of work
for society, the example of Christian families in their neighborhoods," said Bishop Ding. More
indigenous Chinese autonomy, curiosity about the influence of
Christianity in the West, the behavior of Christian friends, an
inner spiritual need for heart and
soul despite obvious social and
economic improvements, suggest40
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ABOUT MISSIONS

Donald E. Struchen
If you need these services and want
to make arrangements for a member of
the staff to work with you, contact Ms.
Joyce Wilkerson in Room 320, 475
Riverside Drive, New York, NY 10115;
phone 2121870-3838.
As another year comes to a close, I am

wondering if it is still possible to secure an
Individual Retirement Account (l.R.A.).
Can the General Board of Global Ministries
help me to secure an I.R.A.?
If you do not have any other pension
plan and can qualify in additional
ways, you are still eligible for an LR.A.
Our United Methodist Development
Fund .(UMDF) provides a good LR.A.
possibility. I would suggest you call
them at 1-800-862-4769.

How can we help a group of Spanishspeaking people in our community who
wish to develop a church program and do
not have any resources?

To some on our
study tour as well
as in our churches,
toleration,
acceptance and
openness represent
unity at the expense
of truth.
ed Shen Derong, General Secretary
of the Three-Self Movement.
And what about contact with
other churches around the world?
"We need mutual prayers; we need
an exchange of Christian literature;
we need visits by Christians to and
from China; we need books for our
pastors and our seminaries," said
pastor Shen. " The Church in China
is moving toward international,
ecumenical relations," Bishop
Ding assured us; "self-isolation is
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In recent years we have been translating many of our mission resources
into Spanish, as well as writing more
materials in Spanish. Secure a copy of
our Service Center Catalog and make it
available to this group. Pages 13-15
may contain resources to meet their
particular needs. Audio visual resources are listed also.
Since Korean Churches have been
forming in all parts of our country in
recent years, we are beginning to
recognize the need for Korean language resources also. We do not have
as many of these as of Spanish materials, but the United Methodist Women
will find some items listed in the
Service Center Catalog on page 26.
The 1987-88 Service Center Catalog
(#1103) may be secured free of charge
by writing to The Service Center, 7820
Reading Road, Caller No. 1800, Cincinnati, Ohio 45222-1800.
We have a church school class that wants
to take on a mission project. What can we
give them that will be of help?
I would order a copy of the free
leaflet, " No Gift Is Too Small" (#5422),
from the Service Center (see address
above). This leaflet gives them a number of choices of what a one-time
contribution of $10-$14, $15-49 or
$50-100 can accomplish.
With the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays coming, it might be good
to give copies of this leaflet to every
church school class in your church and
ask them to make a "Holiday Mission
Gift" to a program of their choice.
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(Q&A readers are invited to submit
questions about mission concerns . Please
address letters to me, Donald E. Struchen ,
Room 1405, 475 Riverside Drive, New
York, N .Y. 10115.)
not one of the Three-Selfs." Now

that we have demonstrated the
survival and growth of a truly
Chinese Christian community,
"building up the body of Christ is
our new goal, and we are in the
process of developing a strategy
(for this)."
"There is one Lord, one faith,
one baptism, one God and Father
of us all," a Chinese pastor reminded us. To some on our study
tour as well as in our churches,
toleration, acceptance and openness represent unity at the expense
of truth. But Truth, with a capital
"T" , is an absolute, the claim to
which is often arrogant presumption. The Chinese do not traditionally think in absolutes. Mutual
respect, on the other hand, is a
practical, effective expression of
Christian love . May we learn from
our Chinese kindred.
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Calling the Expert Witness; Pickens-Jones, Linda ........... ............. July-Aug. (322)
Challenges of God's Mission, The; Tutu, Desmond ..... .. .. ...... .. .. .... July-Aug. (310)
Churches and the Global Economic Crisis, The; Illingworth, Montieth ........ Jan. (14)
Global Gathering Celebrating God's Mission , A; Navarro, Nelson A.July-Aug. (308)
Governments and Human Rights; Berlin, Michael J... .. ....... .... ... .... .. ........ Jan. (8)
Mission Interns: The Challenge to Serve; Owen, James R. .. .... .. ...... Nov.-Dec (452)
New World Outlook Mission Survey ..... .......... .. ............... ......... .. .. .. .... . Jan. (23)
Prepare for This Splendor: Older Adults in Lay Ministry; Young, Lloyd ... .. Sept. (350)
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Wesleyan Tradition , The; Morris, Colin ............ .............. ....... ..... July-Aug. (325)
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CALENDAR
NOVEMBER
Health and Welfare Ministries National Consultation on
Death and Dying will discuss demographics of death,access
and choice of life-prolonging care, legal and medical issues,
and make recommendations; Church Center for the U.N.,
New York, NY; Nov. 4-6
Mld·West Heartland Area Consultation on Rural Centers·
Omaha, NB; Nov. 9-10
'
National Consultation on AIDS Ministries; cooperatively
planned by the General Boards of Global Ministries, Church
and Society, and Discipleship to enable persons from local
churches and annual conferences to develop visible
ministries in compassionate and hope-filled response to the
challenges of AIDS; Clarion Hotel; Millbrae, CA; Nov. 12-15
Mlaalon Personnel Resources Program Department
(MPRPD) Introduction to Mission Vocation Event; Kansas
City, MO; Nov. 14-20
Methodist Associated Representing the Hispanic-American Cause (MARCHA) Conference; New York, NY; Nov.
20-22
Quadrennial Meeting of National Mission Agencies sponsored by lnstltutional Ministries, National Program Division,
General Board of Global Ministries; Pierremont Hotel;
Atlanta, GA; Nov. 30-Dec. 2
Methodist Church in India and The United Methodist
Church/GBGM Dialogue; Ecumenical Christian Study Cen·
ter; Bangalore, India; Nov. 30-Dec. 5

DECEMBER
Women's Division New Officer's Training Event and
Mission Fair; New York, NY; Dec. 4

building networks and linkages across geographical and
language barriers; at Epworth at the Sea; St. Simon's Island,
GA; Jan. 17-22
United Methodist Committee on Relief (UMCOR) Winter
Meeting; New York, NY; Jan. 21·23

General Board of Global Ministries' Spring Meeting; New
York, NY; Mar. 18-25
World Council of Churches Executive Committee Meet·
ing; Istanbul; March 6-12

National Program Division Mission Development Com·
mittee M~eting ; San Juan, Puerto Rico; Jan. 28-30

APRIL
FEBRUARY
Latin American Council of Methodist Churches' quadrennial meeting; Quito, Ecuador; Feb. 23-28
United Methodist Development Fund (UMDF) Board of
Directors Meeting; New York, NY; Feb. 25-26

MARCH
Introduction to Church Redevelopment; An introduction
to the six factors in church redevelopment as developed by
the Congregational Development Unit of the National
Program Division, UMC; Claritian Retreat Center; Los
Angeles, CA; Mar. 14·18.

World Council of Churches' National Workshop on
Christian Unity; To address major issues facing the
ecumenical movement; Portland, OR; Apr. 11 ·14
General Conference of The United Methodist Church; St.
Louis, MO; Apr. 26-May 6 '
National Evangelical Primitive Methodist Church of Guatemala's 50th Anniversary Celebration; Santa Cruz del
Quiche, Guatemala; Apr. 27
To have your mission event or meeting listed in the NEW
WORLD OUTLOOK Calendar, send details to: Calendar
Editor, NEW WORLD OUTLOOK, Room 1349, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, New York 10115. Material must be
received four months prior to the date(s) of the event(s).

Great Moments
In Mission •••

Commlselon on Pan-Methodist Cooperation; Atlanta, GA;
Dec. 7.9
National Committee on Korean American Ministries
Meeting; Miami, FL; Dec. 7-8
World Council of Churches Assembly Planning Commit·
tee; Geneva, Switzerland; Dec. 7·11
Jubilee '87 (youth event); St. Louis, MO; Dec. 27-Jan 1
lntervarslty Christian Fellowship (youth event); Urbana, IL;
Dec. 27.Jan 1

JANUARY
United Methodist Committee on Relief (UMCOR) Hunger
Coordinators Conference; Agatheringof annual conference
hunger coordinators to study world hunger and poverty
issues; United Methodist Bldg.; Washington, D.C.; Jan. 8·9
World Council of Churches' International Consultation on
Racial Justice; Conference participation will give special
attention to gender, communion, regional, racial and ethnic
balance; Los Angeles, CA; Jan. 17·21

-·

"Into All The World," a global conference on evangelism.
Sponsored by the World Program Division of the General
Board of Global Ministries. About 60 overseas and U.S.
pel'90ns will gather to discuss problems and opportunities in
evangelism ministries Including urban, youth and cross-cultural evangelism. The conference will also provide participants an opportunity to examine the models, techniques and
strategies employed In proclaiming The Good News and

1886. Mrs. Mary Scranton, a missionary to Korea, begins
to teach Konimo, a ten year old girl of high social standing.
In time "Ewha Haktang" or "Pearl Flower School" will
become Ewha University, one of Asia's most important
schools for women.

VIEWPOINT

Creighton Lacy

Survival and Growth of
church in China has
been proven
"Mutual Respect" is a phrase
heard often from Christians in
China. It is a concept which might
be more actively and sincerely
practiced by Christians in these
United States.
In the case of China, mutual
respect is the cement which holds
together a "post-denominational
church." In 1948 there were an
estimated 700,000 Protestants in 60
different denominations. Today, at
least four million worship Christ in
local churches or "house gatherings." When in 1979 church buildings (which had been used as
warehouses or dance studios)
began to reopen for public services,
planning was done on a district or
city-wide basis. Now so many
parishes have been formed in
major cities that decisions are made
by the congregations concerned.
They are made on the basis of
preponderant tradition and preference. The Christian Church has
long recognized three modes of
baptism. In China, we were told,
communion is being served in five
different rituals; the indigenous,
evangelical Little Flock, (a non-denominational group), accepts only
"the breaking of Bread" rather
than the sacraments. Where the
Anglican heritage is strong, bishops have been elected, not as
diocesan leaders but for Word and
Spirit and theological guidance.
Where Seventh Day Adventists
still reside, services are held on
Saturday, not only for "mutual
respect" but to accomodate those
who are forced to work on Sunday.

\ _
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Certain congregations hold literally and practically to the priesthood
of all believers, but many are now
examining, certifying and ordaining a "called" clergy, one-sixth of
the most recent being women.
While the Three-Self Patriotic
Reform Movement of the Churches
(self-government, self-support,
and self-propagation) has long
guided political and institutional
relationships, a recently formed
China Christian Council now
serves to coordinate-but not to
control-ecclesiastical matters.
Note that it is a Christian council,
not a council of churches. The Little
Flock, for example, adheres only to
a congregational doctrine, resisting
the idea of both a national and
universal church. "We still aspire
and pray for the foundations of a
future United Church of China,"
said Bishop K.H. Ding, the Council
president, ''but so far the Holy
Spirit has not shown us what our
next step should be."
Meanwhile, there are many activities on which Protestant Christians in China can agree. Publication of scriptures and of a new
hymnal, containing 25 percent Chinese compositions, will be vastly
accelerated with the completion of
a printing press provided by the
United Bible Societies. The training
of younger church leaders is taking
place in 10 theological schools,
ranging from high school level to
post-university courses. This has
emerged from local demand and
initiative rather than central planning, but is coordinated under the
Theological Education Committee
of the Council.
References in this country to the
Amity Foundation have been
sparse and confusing. The Amity
Foundation, as described by several church leaders, is a Chinese
people's organization, initiated by
Christians but enlisting others as
well, including four who are not
Christians, on the board of directors. Its purpose is to provide social
welfare, medical, educational and
editorial services, research on
water pollution, and other "things
that China needs where a Christian
presence can be more widely felt."
Some outside observers have seen
the Amity Foundation as a reemergence of foreign mission programs under another guise . Not
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so, say those most actively involved. Overseas contributions are
welcome, but most of the support
comes from within China. Teachers, recruited through denominational boards and the National
Council of Churches in this country, go as instructors of English, not
as missionaries or evangelists.
("The ban on missionaries is not
going to change," declared one
American consul.) Asked about the
possibility of future pastoral service by Westerners in China, Bishop
Ding responded candidly: "Probably not, because Christianity has
been looked on as a Western faith,
and we must (continue to) protect
the (new) Chinese image."
If there was friction, even disunity, between the politically approved Three-Self Movement and
the underground churches of the
Cultural Revolution period, that
tension seems to be subsiding.
Relations between established
churches and an estimated 10,000
"house gatherings" are now "quite
good," according to the General
Secretary of Three-Self Movement.
Authorized pastors visit in many
rural areas where regular churches

The new goal: Building
up the body of Christ
have not been opened; Bible
classes and prayer groups are active in spite of government stipulations that religious freedom extends only to "designated activities
under designated leaders in designated buildings."
Where does this leave evangelism and Christian education?
American pastors wanted to know.
Official government policy, we
were told, still prohibits indoctrination of children under the age of
18, so that responsibility for Christian nurture rests squarely with the
parents. In point of fact, there were
children in attendance at the worship services we joined, and the
stress on "official policy" suggested that more might be going on in
the churches.
But why has the Christian community grown so dramatically, I
inquired, during three decades of
atheistic propaganda? In the first
place, Bishop Ding assured me,
Chinese education has not been
Continued on Page 40
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an alternative giving idea
from UMCOR
Share Christmas.
Send for your fish bank.
Fill it during the Christmas
season.

Present it during church.

Keep the empty bank.
Hang it on your tree
as a decoration and
a reminder.

•

Pray for those
who are hungry.
Help alleviate hunger.
UNITED METHODIST COMMITTEE ON RELIEF
General Board of Global Ministries/The United Methodist Church

Order from : SeNice Center, 7820 Reading Road , Caller No. 1800, Cincinnati, OH 45222-1800, Stock# 4280.
Fish banks free up to 500. Over 500- 10¢ each plus postage and handling .

